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SCUTTLEBUTT
NEW BOOK LAUNCHES
2021
US (United States)
UK (United Kingdom)
HB (Hardback)
PB (Paperback)
TPB (Trade Paperback)
EB (Ebook)
APRIL

MCBOOKS PRESS NEWS

T

his autumn, three preeminent authors in maritime fiction will launch new titles in
hardback under the McBooks Press
imprint for the first time beginning in
the autumn. Each book will be published in the United States and in the
United Kingdom.

DAVID DONACHIE
British novelist
David Donachie
brings his popular John
Pearce naval
adventures to
McBooks Press
with the release in hardDavid Donachie
back of HMS
Hazard, the sixteenth title in the series. The book
will be published in the US in October
and in the UK in December.

WILLIAM C. HAMMOND

William C. Hammond

American author William C.
Hammond’s
seventh title in
the Cutler Family Chronicles,
No Sacrifice
Too Great, will
be published in
hardback in the

US in October and in December in
the UK. The series features the New
England seafaring family from the
American Revolution to the War of
1812.

RICHARD WOODMAN
English novelist
and maritime
historian Captain Richard
Woodman’s
new standalone
novel, A River
in Borneo, will
be published in
Richard Woodman
hardback in
the US in October and in the UK in December.

SIGNALS . . .
The twenty-fourth title in JULIAN
STOCKWIN’S Thomas Kydd naval adventures is entitled Thunderer. Arriving back in England in 1812 after his
successes in the Adriatic, Captain Sir
Thomas Kydd commands HMS Thunderer, a 74-gun ship of the line. The
book will be published in the UK in
October and will be available in the
US the same month . . . DEWEY
LAMBDIN is currently working on his
next Alan Lewrie novel, A Broad Red
Pendant, which is tentatively scheduled for publication in 2022.
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Crash Boat (USHB)
by Earl A. McCandlish and
George D. Jepson
Hunters in the Stream (USTPB)
by Terry Mort
To the Bitter End (USTPB)
by Marcus Palliser
MAY
The Sea of Silence (USHB)
by Seth Hunter
JUNE
The Power and the Glory (USTPB)
by William C. Hammond
AUGUST
Harbor of Spies (USTPB)
by Seth Hunter
The Bomb Vessel (USTPB)
by Richard Woodman
The Corvette (USTPB)
by Richard Woodman
A Matter of Honor (USTPB)
by William C. Hammond
SEPTEMBER
All the Brave Fellows (USTPB)
by James L. Nelson
1805 (USTPB)
by Richard Woodman
In Distant Waters (USTPB)
by Richard Woodman

By George!

A JOURNEY BACK IN TIME
Creating a World War II memoir

“There are no extraordinary men . . . just extraordinary circumstances
that ordinary men are forced to deal with.”
– Admiral William F. Halsey
RIGHT Lieutenant Earl A.
McCandlish aboard The
13th Air Force crash boat
P-399 in the Pacific with
Salty, the mascot.

All photos are from the
author’s collection.

A

s a boy in the early 1950s, our family lived on a shady, tree-lined street
in Michigan. The fathers up and
down our block were, for the most
part, World War II veterans like my dad but
seldom, if ever, spoke about their service.
They were among Admiral
Halsey’s “ordinary men” who had
been caught up in “extraordinary
circumstances” during the war. It
took me decades to discover what
this meant concerning my father
and namesake, George L. Jepson,
known simply as “Jep” to his family
and friends.
Nearly fifty years after the war
ended, a few weeks after my father
crossed the bar in 1994, my mother
shared a moving letter from Earl
McCandlish, who commanded the
63-foot air-sea rescue boat P-399,
nicknamed Sea Horse, on which Dad
served in the Pacific.
Through the years, we knew him as “Skipper,” the mustachioed Clark Gable look-alike in
Dad’s wartime photo album, wearing a crushed
AAF officer’s cap, holding Salty, Sea Horse’s terrier mascot.
One afternoon after re-reading the letter,
missing Dad, and desiring more knowledge
about his time aboard Sea Horse, I Googled McCandlish in Poughkeepsie, New York, and dialed his telephone number. Two or three rings
later, he picked up, and I introduced myself. It

was the beginning of a friendship that eventually led to our collaborating on his memoir, Crash
Boat: Rescue and Peril in the World War II Pacific (see page 44).
My search for the Sea Horse story and Dad’s
role began many years earlier.
In the decade after the war, I was captivated
by published popular histories, especially related
to naval actions. Television documentaries like
Victory at Sea and Crusade in the Pacific heightened my interest. But Dad didn’t talk much
about his experiences when I asked questions.
The “Greatest Generation,” the phrase
coined much later by NBC’s Tom Brokaw, †
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Photo by George D. Jepson.

matured in the crucible of war, returned home
to raise families and build careers and tried not
to look back.
Dad was the first mate and coxswain, or
helmsman, aboard the Sea Horse, supporting
the 13th Air Force – also known as the Jungle
Air Force – in the 15th Emergency Rescue Boat
Squadron operating in the Southwest Pacific.
That was pretty much all I knew until curiosity
drew me to a hump-backed trunk in our cellar.
Inside the old chest,” I found a cache of flimsies, or carbon copies of official AAF records,
along with several medals, including a Silver
Star, ribbons and, most interesting to me, a
photo album filled with black-and-white pictures from the war years. Inside a carton, a grass
skirt still smelled of the South Seas. Underneath everything, I discovered a dagger and a
machete which I later learned came from the
Philippines.
If Dad wasn’t talking about the war, I could
secretly conduct my own research. The flimsies
and snapshots taken in the early to mid 1940s
revealed more as the years passed. By the time
my career as a journalist and corporate communicator was established, I had a pretty solid
grounding in the the Pacific campaigns.
In 1990, after years of silence, Dad agreed to
sit with me for a recorded interview. As we talked, his carefully chosen words filled in some of
the blanks. At one point, starting to recall the
rescue of a young P-38 Lightning pilot off Guadalcanal, he suddenly choked up and left the
room for a time. After nearly half a century,
the emotions were still raw.

ABOVE The 13th Air Force
crash boat P-399 as captured in photo taken by
my dad from the deck of
the P-400 off Halmahera
Island, at the time occupied by Japanese forces.
Although the boat’s primary mission was to rescue downed pilots, she
was armed with twin .50caliber machine guns in
turrets flanking the cockpit, and a single aft .50caliber machine gun. A
20mm gun, salvaged from
a downed B-24 Liberator
bomber, could be installed
on the foredeck mount, if
needed. At first glance,
she resembled PT boats,
and, occasionally, operated as a gunboat.

ABOVE RIGHT Master Sergeant George L. (Jep) Jepson aboard the Sea Horse.

There was more I wanted to hear, but soon
after the interview, Dad was diagnosed with
pancreatic cancer and began a nearly four-year
battle. During this time, I tucked the recording
away.
My first conversation with Skipper led to
several more over the ensuing weeks. Then in
his mid-eighties, he lived alone in an apartment. Our sessions summoned his memories
from the war, along with stories about Dad and
the five other crew members. Little by little,
these men, all in their twenties, came alive
through Skipper. Everyone aboard the boat was
a civilian before enlisting after Pearl Harbor.
By our third phone conversation, I asked
whether he had considered writing his wartime
memoirs. His recollections were rich in details,
revealing genuinely remarkable, including dark,
experiences these men lived through, from sunny California to the Southwest Pacific and,
eventually, to the Philippine Islands.
“I’ve been waiting fifty years for someone to
ask,” he quickly replied. And the seeds for
Crash Boat: Rescue and Peril in the World War
II Pacific were sown.
With every conversation, striking Sea Horse
stories spilled from Skipper’s memory – boondoggles ordered by a general on Guadalcanal,
dinner with headhunters, typhoons, nightly
bombing raids from “Washing Machine †
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Charlie,” clandestine missions in enemy territory, and thrilling action against heavily armed
Japanese forces worthy of a Hollywood film.
So, over the next few months, he put down
his remembrances on yellow legal pads and
posted them to our home at that time in the
rolling hills of rural Iowa, where I turned them
into a rough-draft manuscript. As the process
moved forward, we arranged to
meet in Poughkeepsie in summer 1996.
My wife Amy and I flew
to New York, met our
daughter Jane, and traveled
by rail to Poughkeepsie. As
we arrived and stepped onto
the station platform, I looked
up and saw Skipper, with a shock of silver
hair and no mustache, smiling down from the
enclosed bridge over the tracks.
Moving swiftly up the stairs, I stepped
through the doorway. And there he was, the
man who until recently I had known only
through his black-and-white photos from half a
century earlier.
Neither of us said anything at first, uncertain
how to react. Starting to reach out and shake
hands, we quickly embraced. By the time Amy

and Jane made it up the lengthy stairway, the
years between us had closed.
At Skipper’s apartment, he pulled out his mementos from the war, including a Japanese flag
and a fringed piece of canvas with “Sea Horse”
created in India ink (below center). “Your dad
did that for me,” he said. “I’d like you to have
it.”
Touring the area, we visited Franklin D. Roosevelt’s
library and Springwood estate in nearby Hyde Park,
prompting Skipper to share
personal encounters, including a comical incident,
with Eleanor Roosevelt
soon after returning from
the Pacific.
The Sea Horse log documented her course
from Guadalcanal to the Philippines. With each
change of station, she added another port: the
Russell Islands, New Georgia, Rendova, Vella
Lavella, the Treasury Islands , the Trobiand Islands, New Guinea, the Admiralty Islands, Biak
Island, and Zamboanga.
En route, the crew plucked over thirty Allied
pilots and aircrews from the Pacific, often within the range of guns on Japanese-controlled †
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ABOVE LEFT The Sea
Horse crew in March
1945, after Dad and his
shipmate, Whitey Chaney,
were award Silver Stars
and the others Bronze
Stars for their actions at
Galela Bay off Japaneseoccupied Halmahera Island. Back Row (l-r) Homer Baker, Ron Albrecht,
Earl McCandlish, George
Savard, Dad, and Salty.
Front Row (l-r) Reuben
Barzow and Bill (Whitey)
Chaney.
ABOVE Earl McCandlish –
“Skipper” – and me on a
hillside overlooking the
Hudson River near Poughkeepsie, New York, in the
summer of 1996.

islands. The P-399 followed the 13th Air
Force north from the Solomons, supporting
raids against the enemy.
On December 13, 1944, cruising off Halmahera Island, P-399 received a call to rescue
an Australian pilot who had crash-landed on
the beach close to Japanese fighting units. For
this action, Dad and William (Whitey) Chaney
were awarded the Silver Star (for “gallantry in
action”), while McCandlish and the remainder
of the crew received Bronze Stars (for “heroic
or meritorious achievement).
After the action, Dad wrote home to his father. “I was wondering just how I would feel in
combat, and I found out,” he said. “I was
scared as hell. And I don’t think there was a
man on the boat that didn’t feel the same.
We’ve got a damn good crew and I would go
through hell and high water with any man.”
Such was the bond between these men.
Lawrence (Bud) Waggener, Jr., who skippered P-401 (called Gung-Ho) in the 15th
ERBS, wrote that he believed the Sea Horse
was the most decorated AAF rescue boat serving in the Pacific.
By spring in 2000, as Skipper neared his
89th birthday, we had what we believed to be a
complete manuscript. Anxious to see his memoir in print, we privately published a small
number.
Sadly, on October 30, he passed away unexpectedly during emergency surgery. The final
living member of the Sea Horse’s crew, and my
friend, was gone. It was, I thought, the end of
the story – until eight years later.
In summer 2008, I received a phone call
from Karen Wales, an editor at WoodenBoat
magazine in Brooklin, Maine, wanting to do a
feature on our wooden skiff. A few days later,
she visited us in Iowa to do a photoshoot.
As we conversed over dinner one evening,
my journalism career came up, and she said the
magazine was looking for someone to write
about boats on the Great Lakes. Was I interested?
When I described my experience with Skipper and the Sea Horse, she suggested turning it
into an article. WoodenBoat editor Matt Murphy concurred, and the May/June issue carried

my feature, “A thoroughbred goes to war.”
Afterward, I moved on to other subjects.
And then, in late 2019, Lyons Press acquisitions editor Tom McCarthy read the original
manuscript and suggested that there was a wider audience for the story. Not long after, the
COVID 19 pandemic erupted, leaving Amy
and me isolated with the opportunity to focus
once again on the Sea Horse story.
By this time, I could source new information
about the boat and, critically, the crew members that had not been available two decades
earlier. My dad’s letters home, now in my possession, added context to Skipper’s memories.
The Internet allowed me to access official
AAF reports from the 15th ERBS, including
specific details from the squadron’s operations.
Notably, I traced the P-399 crew members in
the years after the war ended as they returned to
civilian life.
After returning to the United States in late
1945, there were few contacts in the years to
come between these men who had lived together within Sea Horse’s wooden walls. Together,
they risked death and survived, and in the
South Pacific Islands experienced an ancient
world that still existed in the 1940s.
Through late spring and summer in 2020,
locked down in my study, while the world staggered under the pandemic, I vicariously climbed aboard the Sea Horse and relived the crew’s
year-and-a-half in the Pacific. Day after day, I
felt their longing for home deeply while dedicated to their humane mission.
Recounting Dad’s reaction when he learned
of my birth via a radio broadcast from Australia, I choked up. When one of the crew “accidentally” backed a small dinghy with a general
sitting in the stern under the P-399’s hot water
exhaust, I laughed. And when the boat raced
into harm’s way, I swelled with pride.
The Sea Horse story is about common Americans, like their Allied counterparts, who put
the country ahead of themselves and dealt with
uncommon circumstances during the “best
years of their lives.” In the end, I respected and
understood Dad’s silence and was grateful for
Skipper’s friendship. n
– George Jepson
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SETH HUNTER

Captain Nathan Peake Returns in a New Naval Adventure

I

n 2008, The Telegraph in London declared,
Seth Hunter “has a more natural storyteller’s eye than Patrick O’Brian,” when Headline Review launched The Time of Terror,
introducing British naval officer Captain Nathan
Peake – high praise indeed.
Over the next five years, five additional highly acclaimed titles were
published in the United Kingdom to the delight of British readers. In
2016, McBooks Press publisher Alex Skutt acquired the entire series,
bringing a new voice in naval fiction to America.
By then, English author Paul Bryers, who had written the Nathan
Peake novels under his pen name, Seth Hunter, was engaged in other
pursuits. In addition to writing several praiseworthy books for adults and
children, Bryers has written and directed many historical dramas for
British television, radio, and the theatre.
In 2019, after the Rowman & Littlefield Publishing Group acquired
the McBooks imprint, Bryers was approached about writing new ex- †
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INTERVIEW

“I’d been given my first sea novel for my eighth birthday and
I’d read a great many since by some great writers.”
ploits for Nathan Peake. Bryers agreed,
and as the COVID 19 pandemic
reached England, he retreated to the
attic in his home not far from where
Lord Admiral Nelson’s Merton estate
stood to write.
The result was The Sea of Silence (see
review on page –), picking up the
Peake canon where The Spoils of Conquest ended. McBooks Press will
launch the title in hardback on May 1
in the United States and soon after in
the United Kingdom.
Curious about Seth Hunter’s return
to the high seas and the story behind
Nathan Peake, Quarterdeck caught up
with the author once he had completed
the manuscript for The Sea of Silence.
– George Jepson
What motivated you to write about a
British naval officer in The Time of
Terror?

Well, in fact, when I first had the idea,
he wasn’t British. My character, Nathan Peake, was an American naval officer sent to Revolutionary France by
Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson to
save a man from the guillotine. I wanted to write something between a spy
story and a historical thriller with plenty of action and a fair bit of political
intrigue – and it was based on a true
story. Jefferson had been the American
ambassador in Paris at the time of the
Revolution and to begin with he had
welcomed it. He thought it would
bring democracy and individual liberty.
But the Revolution was followed by the
Terror – a daily cart ride to the guillotine – and one of the people caught up
in this was his friend Thomas Paine
who had helped him write the Declaration of Independence. The fight for
democracy had turned into a horror
show, largely through the personal vanity and ambition of one man – Maximilian Robespierre. I thought this was
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as relevant to the modern world as it
was at the time.
My publishers liked the idea, but
they wanted me to turn it into nautical
fiction, with at least as much action at
sea as there was on the streets of Paris.
This was something of a challenge. I
loved nautical fiction. I’d been given
my first sea novel for my eighth birthday and I’d read a great many since by
some great writers. You might say I was
wary of comparison.
The other thing was the US was
neutral in the wars of the French Revolution, and it didn’t have a navy. So
with some reluctance I turned Nathan
Peake into an officer in the British navy but I made him half American and I
kept as much of the original concept as
I could.
Did you anticipate a one-off or a series
with the first book?
Well, I certainly didn’t anticipate a †

“So I knew the ropes, as it were. After a few days, I knew
those ropes! I even learned not to call them ropes.”
six-book deal, which was what I was
offered by my publishers. I had put
Time of Terror up as a one-off which
just might turn into a series, but that
was when my character was an American agent, operating chiefly on land.
Change him to a British naval officer
and drop him into the sea and I had
some work to do.
I’d been sailing off and on since I
was at university and I was part owner
of a 32-foot sailing boat moored at
Newhaven on the English Channel,
which I sailed as often as I could, but it
wasn’t a 74-gun ship of the line. I
could read all the technical books I
liked, but I didn’t really have a feel for
what it was like to live and work
aboard an eighteenth-century squarerigger.
Fortunately, help was at hand. I’d
worked on a few period dramas and
several of them involved filming on
three reproduction warships of that
period moored at Charlestown in

Cornwall. So with the contacts I’d
made I managed to join the crew of
one of them and sailed with them up
and down the Cornish coast. So I knew
the ropes, as it were. After a few days, I
knew those ropes! I even learned not to
call them ropes.
Also, I’d just finished working on
Nelson’s Trafalgar, a 90-minute docudrama to commemorate the second
centenary of the battle. Among our
consultants were two of the world’s
leading authorities on Nelson’s Navy,
Colin White and Brian Lavery, who
were then at the National Maritime
Museum in Greenwich. I’d read all
their books but now I had the privilege
of working with them on a daily basis
and I couldn’t have had better tutors.
The NMM itself was only a few
miles from where I lived in London.
So when I started researching and writing that first book I had a daily routine
of taking the Thames Clipper from
London Eye to Greenwich to work in
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the Caird Library where the ship’s logs
and other archives were kept. I’d have
lunch at the Trafalgar Tavern on the
river, just down from the Cutty Sark,
and often stayed there in the evening
scribbling away. It was the best environment you could hope for other than
the sea itself.
As you contemplated the novel, what
came first? The main character or the
premise?
The character came first. Whether he
was British or American or a mix of the
two, I had a pretty clear idea of what
he was like, and I quickly developed a
persona and a “voice” for him. I didn’t
really have a premise – other than to
drop him into the front line of a global
war, not just between nations, navies
and armies, but between ideas and ideologies.
I did have a plot, though. I’d been
making another film about counter- †

What were your early thoughts about
developing Nathan Peake? What made
him unique among naval fiction’s characters?
I never thought to make him unique.
But I guess because of the strange genesis of the character, he did have a degree of originality, if only because you
wouldn’t expect to find a man like that
on the quarterdeck of a British ship of
war. There were Americans in the Royal Navy, but if they were officers, they
were loyalists who had fought for King
George in the Independence War.
Anyone else had been forcibly taken off
an American ship and pressed into service on the lower deck.
Nathan was, as I’ve said, half British,
half American. His father and mother
lived apart. His father is a retired British admiral, a Sussex landowner, and a
High Tory with unquestioning loyalty
to King and Country. His mother is an
American of French Huguenot descent

Seth Hunter in his
attic study, contemplating the cover
art for The Sea of
Silence by English
marine artist Geoffrey Huband on his
monitor.

Photo courtesy of Paul Bryers.

feiters and we had a consultant on
forgeries – forged paintings, forged
books, forged money – and he told me
about a British plan to destroy the early
French Republic by flooding it with
billions of forged assignats – the French
currency at the time. It involved printing the money in England and smuggling it across the Channel through Le
Havre and up the Seine to Paris. I saw
this as a way of combining action at sea
with action on the streets of Paris, even
under the streets in the catacombs
known as the Empire of the Dead.
But to be honest about this, as I contemplated the novel, I wasn’t as concerned about the character or the
premise as I was about the nautical detail. I was painfully aware of everything
Patrick O’Brian had said and written
about writers who get it wrong and I
was very anxious not to be one of
them. I still am.

“I was painfully aware of everything
Patrick O’Brian had said and written about
writers who get it wrong.”
living in London, the daughter of
wealthy New York ship owners, and an
ardent supporter of the French Revolution. Nathan is torn between the two –
both as individuals and as representatives of conflicting opinions about society, politics, pretty well anything you
care to name.
The other thing that I think makes
him a bit different is his dual role as
naval commander and secret agent. In
a sense, he combines the roles of
O’Brian’s Aubrey and Maturin in one
character. He also combines the differences in their politics – Aubrey as a
Tory totally devoted to King and
Country, Maturin as a former Irish
rebel, a man of quite modern convictions who finds himself on the same
side as those fighting to restore the Old
Order.
Many people at the time had a similar sense of internal conflict, even naval
officers. They might not be happy
fighting for King George, or the restoration of the Bourbons to the throne of
12 | QUARTERDECK | SPRING 2021

France, but they felt they had to fight
the “rule of the mob,” the violence unleashed by the Revolution, and then
the tyranny of Napoleon and French
nationalism.
How has he evolved over the course of
the series?
I think the main thing is that as I’ve
become a little more confident, so has
he. We were both learning on the job.
To begin with I couldn’t put him in
situations where my own lack of knowledge and experience would be exposed, but as I read more technical
stuff about seamanship, and did more
sailing myself, I was prepared to take
more risks with him. Also, the more
books we did together, the more we
got to know the crew – the close bonds
between the ship’s family that are the
making of all naval fiction. But he
changed in other ways, too.
In The Time of Terror, Nathan is
introduced as the 24-year-old com- †

ments of my original character – the
maverick American agent – are pushing
through the surface character of a British naval officer trained to obey orders
and serve the English Crown.
In The Sea of Silence these elements
are more obvious. The book is set during the short period of peace between
Britain and France that followed the
Treaty of Amiens in 1802. Nathan has
more time to think – and so did I. As
more of a freelance agent, he is drawn
into a secret Anglo-American plan to
run guns to the rebel slaves in Saint
Dominique, the French Caribbean col-

the British in the American War of Independence. Then he either became a
spy for the British or was a double
agent for General Washington. No one
knows for sure. He was probably one
of an elite group of agents, a kind of
pioneer CIA, who were known as
Washington’s Boys, paid out of the
General’s private funds to spy on the
enemy. After the war, Imlay explored
the western frontier, wrote a best-selling guide to settlement there, and then
moved to Paris in the time of the Terror where he became a blockade runner
and the lover of the pioneer English
feminist and writer Mary Wollstonecraft, whom he subsequently betrayed.
He betrayed a lot of people. A very
shady character indeed. Definitely better as a villain than a hero. You could
say he is the dark side of Nathan, as
Moriarty is to Sherlock Holmes.
The Sea of Silence, like the previous titles in the series, is rooted in recorded
history. Do you have a particular approach to weaving historical events and
real-life characters into your stories?

PD - Art

mander of the sloop Nereus in the
English Channel who becomes a secret
agent for the Admiralty, posing as an
American blockade runner in Revolutionary France. He sees the horrors of
the Terror at first hand and I guess this
makes him more inclined to support
the status quo back in Britain. As you
watch the tumbrels – two-wheeled
carts or wagons – roll towards the guillotine you might be inclined to think
anything is better than this.
So, he is more his father’s son than
his mother’s. He doesn’t like the radicals and revolutionaries among her
friends. He thinks William Blake is
mad, Mary Wollstonecraft a pain, and
his mother herself is an embarrassment
to him. He is a dutiful officer of the
British Navy. To use the words of the
song “Over the hills and far away” –
“King George commands and we
obey.”
In subsequent books you see him
kicking against the traces a bit. In The
Price of Glory he clashes with the high
command when he assaults a French
Royalist officer who has just shot a
prisoner through the head. In The
Winds of Folly his bodyguard is accused
of striking an officer. Instead of hanging him, Nathan helps him to jump
ship and gets a job for him as a spy
(unlike in Melville’s Billy Budd where
the authority of a tyrannical master at
arms has to be upheld in the name of
discipline and order). In The Flag of
Freedom Nathan protests the shelling
of the civilian population in Cadiz on
the orders of Lord St Vincent and is
banged up in prison on the Rock of
Gibraltar. In the last book, The Spoils
of Conquest, he orders the destruction
of a warehouse full of opium which the
East India Company is planning to
smuggle into China.
But these are individual acts of dissent, not part of a program of organized resistance. It isn’t so much
evolution’ as “emergence.” The ele-

Gilbert Imlay

ony that later became Haiti. He becomes more of a rebel himself, more
wayward, more cynical of authority,
more inclined to go off on a tangent.
Gilbert Imlay, Nathan Peake’s nemesis,
appears again in The Sea of Silence.
What was the genesis of his character?
Another good question, because Imlay
was originally the model for Nathan
Peake, American sea captain and secret
agent. Imlay is the genesis of Peake.
And now he is his nemesis.
Gilbert Imlay was a real-life character. An American who fought against
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Well, I don’t change the events, but I
weave my characters into them. I think
this is the approach of most historical
fiction writers. I have a respect for history, but I think it’s fair to say I won’t
let it get in the way of a good story. My
get-out here is that history is a detective story. We might know what happened, but we don’t always know why
it happened. We don’t know the true
motives of those involved and we don’t
always know who was involved behind
the scenes. This gives a lot of scope to
the novelist.
Also, I think fiction gives you an
opportunity to examine motives and to
speculate more than if you were a historian and limited to what you can
find in the archives. You can also make
it a lot more fun. †
However, I have written and direct-
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characters and you are pulling
the strings. But sometimes
those strings are linked to
your subconscious. The character you have invented is a
product of the conscious and
the subconscious. And your
subconscious can often surprise you.

Lady Emma Hamilton and Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson appear prominently
in The Sea of Silence.

“I have become much more relaxed about
letting my characters take over and steer me
into uncharted waters.”
ed quite a lot of what is called “faction”
for television and it’s a minefield. You
don’t want to write something that is
patently untrue – but you want to
make it dramatic. You tread a very thin
line between fact and fiction. My usual
approach is to ask, could this have happened? Would it make a better story if
it did? This is what I do with Nathan
Peake. Every time I plot a story I start
with a chart or timeline of the historical events. Then I work out a plot that
involves Nathan in these events without changing the actual history.
As you begin a new novel, do you
know how it will end?
Yes, but I sometimes change it. This
happened with The Sea of Silence. Ideas
occur as you’re writing, and they can
make you change course. As long as
we’re going somewhere interesting, I’m
okay with this. As a writer you should
be a bit of an explorer, but you’re not

trying to find the North Pole. Like Nathan, you can go off on a tangent now
and then and you can even end up in a
different place from the one you intended.
Do your characters ever take over and
redirect the path of your story?
Yes. They never used to, but they do
now. I map out the story in advance,
but I have become much more relaxed
about letting my characters take over
and steer me into uncharted waters.
This happened more in The Sea of Silence than in any other novel. I let Nathan think a lot more about what he is
doing and why. And sometimes it took
him places I had not intended him to
go.
Some writers I have met claim that
they never plot, never work out things
in advance, that they like their characters to surprise them. Odd thing to say
really, when you have invented the
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You wrote The Sea of Silence
during the first months of the
COVID 19 lockdown in
London? How did the pandemic affect your work?

Well, it has affected my life and
my outlook hugely, as it has
everyone’s. Even if you don’t
catch the virus yourself, you’re
aware of how many people are
getting sick and dying, that hospitals are close to collapse, and
businesses are going bust. You
can’t see friends, you can’t see family.
You’re worried for people and for the
future. It’s horrible. But the question
was how did it affect my work, and the
answer is not very much. I just retreated to the top of the house and got on
with it.
The main difference from when I
was writing the other books is that it
stopped me from traveling to the places
where the main action is set. With every other book in the series I’ve written
a lot on location. This is because I’m
primarily a filmmaker, I think. I have a
strong visual sense and I want to see a
book through the lens of a camera. Uh?
That sounds so pretentious, but I’ll
leave it because it was what came into
my head. But I think the truth is that I
like going on location because it’s as
near as I can get to making a film.
But this time I couldn’t do it. I
couldn’t go to Haiti, where most of the
book is set, or any part of the Caribbean. This was frustrating but maybe it †

What’s next on the horizon for Nathan Peake?
That’s hard to say, because of the battles we’re
all fighting today to stay alive and keep everything going during a pandemic. However,
books and films have become even more important to people locked up in their own homes
and Nathan seems to be enjoying a new lease of
life. I had intended to wrap the series in 1800
before Patrick O’Brian started, but The Sea of
Silence pushes us into a new century and a
whole new area of conflict.
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wasn’t such a bad thing. Haiti today is a
vastly different place from Saint-Dominique in 1802 at the time of Toussaint
Louverture. If I could have sailed around
the coast, yes, I probably would have got
a lot from that. But I couldn’t. So what I
did was turn the attic of my house in
South London into the location. I filled
the walls with maps and charts and photographs and paintings of Haiti. When I
climbed the stairs into the attic, it was
like stepping back into the book. Part of
the attic has not yet been converted. You
step through a hatch into a dark area of
low timber beams and only one window
– a skylight – so it’s a bit like being on the
lower deck of a ship. In fact, I’ve made part of it
into a film set resembling a ship’s cabin. I even
play recordings we made while filming on an
eighteenth century sloop in Cornwall – the
noises of the sea, and the rigging, and the ropes
and the groaning timbers. And I added birdsong
– from seabirds, and the birds of the Caribbean
islands. It sounds mad. It probably is.
Also, although I couldn’t get to Haiti, some
key scenes are set in Nelson’s home of Merton
Place, which was only a couple of miles from
where I live in London. So to escape from the
attic and to get some exercise I would cycle
along a pathway beside the River Wandle to
Merton. Although the house is long gone there
is still a large area of wetlands owned by the National Trust, an eighteenth century country
house, old farm cottages, and even a watermill,
so it’s not hard to imagine it as it was when Nelson walked here with Lady Hamilton. Her husband Sir William fished in the Wandle.

I’m hoping to write the next book about the
events leading up to the Battle of Trafalgar and
the secret activities of British agents and French
Royalists that preceded – and in many ways provoked – the Napoleonic Wars. This included a
clandestine operation the British ran from the
island of Guernsey to kidnap or assassinate Napoleon and launch a Royalist uprising. I’ve always wanted to write about this – or film it –
and while I was writing The Sea of Silence, I saw
a way of fitting Nathan into what we now know
of the historical events and the naval operations
leading up to Trafalgar itself.
Is there anything else you would like to say?
Only stay well! But in terms of reading, I’m a
reader, too. I have great hopes of every new novel I find in this genre, and I’d hate to disappoint
your own expectations if you pick up one of
mine. When I saw the original painting the publishers had commissioned from Geoffrey Huband for the cover of The Sea of Silence it
reminded me of what I felt when I unwrapped a
present I was given on my eighth birthday and it
turned out to be Treasure Island. It was a portal
into the world of adventure – and I’ve been trying to live in it ever since. I hope the book lives
up to the promise of the cover. n

Visit the Paul Bryers online at
www.paulbryers.com.
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ABOVE Merton Place,
Admiral Lord Nelson’s
seat in Surrey, depicted
by English watercolorist
Edward Hawke Locker
(1777 – 1849) and William Angus (1752 –
1821), an English engraver of copper plates for
prints and book illustrations. Near the end of his
life, Nelson and Lady Emma Hamilton lived at
Merton Place, an elegant
country house set in the
London Borough of Merton in South London, an
area more commonly
known as South Wimbledon.

Photo by George D. Jepson.

INTERVIEW

TERRY MORT

Riley Fitzhugh Leaves LA Behind to Hunt U-Boats

A

rizona-based author Terry Mort introduced hard-boiled private detective Riley
Fitzhugh in three noir novels set in 1930s
Los Angeles – The Monet Murders, What
Hamlet Said, and Epitaph for a Dream. This month,
McBooks Press launches Hunters in the Stream (see
review on page –), with newly minted US Navy Lieutenant Fitzhugh second in command aboard a patrol
craft in the Caribbean hunting German U-boats.
Over a lengthy career in fiction and nonfiction, Mort’s narratives have
earned plaudits from reviewers, with one calling his work “silky smooth and
very readable,” while another wrote that he “makes a fascinating read out of
every subject he takes up.” Hunters in the Stream is a seamless transition from
Fitzhugh’s sometimes seedy, and at other times glamorous life on Los Angeles’s
streets to the reality of a deadly shooting war at sea laced with humor, romance, and intrigue. The book is the first in a series that will stretch from †
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the Caribbean to the Mediterranean
and Europe.
Mort’s work also includes nonfiction, including Hemingway at War:
Ernest Hemingway’s Adventures as a
War Correspondent, The Hemingway
Patrols: Ernest Hemingway and His
Hunt for U-boats, The Wrath of Cochise:
The Basom Affair and the Origins of the
Apache Wars, and Thieves’ Road: The
Black Hills Betrayal and Custer’s Path to
Little Big Horn.
This fall, McBooks Press will publish new editions of Mort’s three Riley
Fitzhugh detective novels.
Last autumn, Mort journeyed by car
from Arizona to the East Coast to visit
his son. On his return trip, he passed
through Michigan. We had a sociallydistanced meeting outdoors on our patio where we discussed his writing career and, in particular, LA private eye
turned naval officer Riley Fitzhugh.
With Hunters in the Stream about to
be published this month, we conducted a long-distance interview.
– George Jepson
Were your sights set on becoming a
writer in college when you decided to
major in English?
Not really. In fact, I don’t remember
having any sights set on anything. But
ever since I’d been able to read I had
been interested in both history and fiction, especially books about war and
adventure. So the germ was there from
the start.
What was your first work ending up in
print?
I had two short stories published in
Gray’s Sporting Journal. Soon after that
I wrote a book on fly fishing. It’s still
in print. Good book, I think.

Photo by George D. Jepson.

Terry Mort discusses
his career during a
stop in Michigan.

“There’s almost always some element
of discovery in the process of writing fiction.”
You work in both fiction and nonfiction. Do you prefer one over the other?

able part of the process. So is the actual
writing.

Fiction is more enjoyable. There’s almost always some element of discovery
in the process of writing fiction. Even
working within a broad idea of a story,
you still find that something unexpected almost always happens as you’re
writing. It may just be an offhand or
funny comment from a character. It
comes seemingly out of the blue. I read
somewhere that when James Joyce
worked late at night, his wife would
complain he kept her awake laughing
at his own jokes. I was glad to know I
wasn’t the only one who did that.
Writing non-fiction, especially history,
is enjoyable, but you have to be extremely careful about the minutest details, and sometimes that can be a little
laborious. But I do like doing the research for non-fiction. That’s an enjoy-

What inspired you to write what Publishers Weekly called “breezy noir”
with your Riley Fitzhugh novels?
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The first two novels I ever had published were westerns. The main character was a Pinkerton detective, because I
thought the two most recognizable
characters in American popular culture
were the cowboy and the detective, so I
just combined them. Those books did
pretty well as mass market paperbacks
(modern pulp), so I guess it was natural
to try my hand at a more modern detective with Riley. It’s been said before,
but the private eye is really a twentieth
century cowboy.
I like all sorts of good genre fiction –
westerns, thrillers, war stories, sea stories. Noir detective fiction, too. Like †

Official US Navy Photo.

A US Navy patrol craft
similar to Riley Fitzhugh’s
PC 475.

any genre, noir provides a framework
of conventions – the lone private eye,
the femme fatale, the shady characters,
and so on. I suppose it’s not very original to say, but the conventions of any
genre are like a basic melody of a song.
You can play that song a lot of different ways without losing touch with
the melody. If someone called my stuff
breezy, it just means that I like to mix
in a little humor. Most good noir (both
in print and in the movies) has some
humor in it. But you don’t want to
overdo it. Too many wisecracks can get
in the way of the story and annoy the
reader. You don’t want to derail the
story with forced joking or wiseacre
lines. You can come off looking like a
smart aleck more interested in cheap
laughs than in telling a good story.

producer, and she stakes him to a startup as a private eye. She also gives him
access to Hollywood characters who
were always needing to get out of some
kind of trouble. So he works pretty
successfully at that business, has friendly contacts with the LA cops, the FBI
and a lot of the Hollywood big shots.
He has a series of adventures that appear in three detective novels. When
the war comes along he applies for Navy officer training, receives his commission and is ordered to the PC 475, a
mini destroyer-type ship assigned to
anti-submarine work in the Gulf of
Mexico. That story becomes Hunters in
the Stream.
Hunters in the Stream picks up Fitzhugh’s story on the cusp of Japan’s
attack on Pearl Harbor. What drove
your decision to transition to the war
years?
I’ve always have been interested in
World War II, and I have a fair
amount of experience as a line officer
in the Navy, so it seemed like a very
reasonable next step. As I mentioned,
Riley was a private eye in civilian life,
but the war came along, so he joined
up, just like a few million other guys. I
think of Riley and his fellow characters
as players in a series of novels, not necessarily confined to one particular
genre. So in addition to his sea duty,
he’ll be assigned to some temporary
missions for the OSS, which means
there’s an element of espionage work as
well as sea duty in his adventures.

Who is Riley Fitzhugh?
Riley Fitzhugh is a guy from Northeast
Ohio who comes to Hollywood as a
very young man with an idea of getting
into the movies – not because he’s interested in acting but because it’s the
Depression, and he figures the movies
might be a good way to make some
money. He quickly comes to the conclusion that show business is not for
him – too many phonies, too many
bosses. But along the way he becomes
involved with the wife of a big-time

You wrote about Ernest Hemingway in
two nonfiction books, The Hemingway
Patrols and Hemingway at War. How
did he end up in Hunters in the Stream?
The Hemingway Patrols is about the
battle against the U-boats in the Gulf
of Mexico and Caribbean during the †
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to see him as Fitzgerald. Similarly, you
don’t have to recognize that Riley’s hunt
for the U-boat becomes the basis for
Hemingway’s novel,
because Riley’s hunt is
(I hope) interesting
enough by itself. The
reader who does recognize a particular reference may get a smile
out of it. But the story
has to work on its own
and not be dependent
on the references.
Having said that, I
have great fun salting
the stories with this
kind of stuff.
Where is the Riley Fitzhugh series headed?

© Alamy

early years of the war. Nonfiction. The
U-boats were having a very happy time
(their term) during 1942. They sank
over three hundred vessels in the Gulf
and Caribbean. We were woefully
short of anti-submarine ships and aircraft, and Hemingway volunteered to
be part of a civilian network designed
to scout for U-boats. He was living in
Cuba at the time. And so, because I
knew quite a bit about that theater of
war, it seemed like a good idea to send
Riley to Key West as part of the war
against the Germans in the Gulf.
Then it was only natural for Riley to
run into Hemingway. Hemingway is
only a minor character in the novel,
but his wife, Martha Gellhorn, enters
the story, and she and Riley become
interested in each other. In real life
Martha was a glamorous and very talented journalist – a great character in
her own right. It’s not surprising that
Riley was attracted to her. I kind of fell
for her myself as I was writing.
If you’ve read Islands in the Stream,
Hemingway’s posthumously published
novel, you may remember that the last
section involves a hunt for the crew of
a damaged U-boat. I thought it would
be interesting to have Riley make a
similar hunt and then tell Hemingway
about it afterwards. The joke would be
that Hemingway got his story idea, not
from his own experience, but from Riley’s adventures.
I mention this because it illustrates
the way I enjoy working. I like to
plant historical and literary references
under the surface of a story. For example, one of the recurring characters in
the series is Riley’s friend, Hobey Baker
– a down at the heels Hollywood
screenwriter. Hobey is a thinly veiled
F. Scott Fitzgerald, and some of his
trials and tribulations are references to
Fitzgerald’s misadventures and writing.
But Hobey is also meant to be a character in his own right. You don’t have

Martha Gellhorn and her husband Ernest Hemingway cross
paths with Lieutenant Riley Fitzhugh in Hunters in the
Stream.

After Hunters, Riley will be off to Casablanca as part of Operation Torch.
After that he’ll be involved in the invasion of Sicily. In both cases he’ll be given temporary assignments with the
OSS, but will rejoin his ship for the
actual invasions. Then there’ll be Anzio, and Normandy. In both stories the
OSS will also be asking him to volunteer for clandestine missions. He’ll be
busy. And between times he will be
very happily balancing his relationships
with the women in his life – some old
friends, some new.
What has been the most significant
influence on your work as an author?
Since you said “What” was the most
significant, I have to say that it was my
senior year in college. In order to graduate, every senior had to write a thesis.
You could pick any subject you wanted, but it was to be a year-long research
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and writing project. You had an advisor who had to approve your selected
subject. I majored in English and I’d
had enough of reading other people’s
critical theories, so I proposed to write
a thesis on Hemingway simply by reading the novels and short stories and
coming up with my own ideas about
them. This was highly unusual. The
thesis was supposed to be an academic
paper with supporting footnotes and
references and a long bibliography –
none of which I wanted to do. So my
advisor, bless him, said “Do what you
want.” Another way of saying, “It’s
your funeral.” So I spent the better part
of a year reading all of Hemingway and
writing a thesis that came to over a
hundred pages – pretty much the expected amount. One of the professors
who read and graded the paper was
Carlos Baker, Hemingway’s official
biographer. And to my sincere amazement, he said that the thesis was †

“highly publishable.” And I got an
honors grade. So that was the moment
I realized – I’ll be damned. I can actually do this.

ABOVE Riley Fitzhugh

and PC 475 seek German U-boats wreaking
havoc on shipping and
Allied shore installations in the Caribbean
in Hunters in the
Stream.
RIGHT Ernest Hemingway aboard his boat
Pilar in which he and
his pals in Cuba hunted Nazi U-boats in the
Caribbean.
Public Domain

It always starts with a very general story
idea. In the Riley Fitzhugh World
War II novels, real events provide the
idea – for example, the war against the
U-boats in Hunters in the Stream. I
knew about the U-boat war, and I
spent three years on active duty as a
Navy officer, so I understood how a
ship of war operates. I had also seen my
share of colorful characters who could
serve as starting points for a novel’s
cast. Once you have the general idea
for a story, your imagination kicks in.
People always say you should write
what you know, but your knowledge is
obviously not restricted to personal
experience. Your imagination along
with some research can supply the rest
of what you need. So with a basic story, some interesting characters, some
experience, and some imagination
thrown in, you have the start of a novel.

Public Domain

Where does your process begin when
you start a new novel?

Do you plot out your novels before
beginning to write?
No. Of course you have a general idea
of where you are going, but it’s very
broad and things come along during
the process – new ideas, surprises. I
know it sounds absurd, but basically I
just imagine the characters in a scene
and then write down what they do and
say. Sometimes a bit player does or says
something unexpected that leads to a
larger role or a twist in the plot. I’m
not the only one who works this way,
by any means. In fact, I’ve read a lot of
writers and heard a lot of interviews,
and that’s a very common opinion

about how fiction happens. Many writers also say they have only the vaguest
notion of how the book will end. Of
course, there are other writers who do
meticulous outlines. I would imagine
Agatha Christie had to have her plots
pretty well worked out before she started writing. And Patrick O’Brian once
said his characters never surprised him,
meaning that he always knew exactly
where things were heading. Different
writers have different ideas about all
this. There’s no one right way to go
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about it.
Please describe where you write?
I live in a little town in southern Arizona called Sonoita. It’s ranch country,
and I’m sure we have more cows than
people. This country is grasslands, not
desert, and sits at 5000 feet elevation
with mountains all around, so there are
four seasons. It’s very quiet and a perfect place to live and write – unless
you’re a social butterfly. I’m not. I †

write in my home office/den on a laptop.
Do you have a regular writing routine?
I’m a firm believer in routine. I think
it’s the first cousin of discipline. One
of my favorite writers is the Victorian,
Anthony Trollope. He got up every
day at five, wrote 3000 words, and
then went to his office. He was either
number two or three man in the British Post Office. Big job. In those early
mornings he produced some really excellent political novels and novels of
manners. When he wanted to take a
break from the routine, he went fox
hunting or globe-trotting.
So yes, I have a routine. My dogs get
me up at six-thirty. We go for coffee at
a nearby cafe and sit at an outside table. It’s Arizona. We come back and I
check the email and read for a while. I
usually start around ten, write until
three or so. I don’t produce 3000
words the way Trollope did. Twelve
hundred words is about my target.
Then I have a workout for an hour,
cool off and get ready for dinner. Afterwards, a movie. Lights out at ten.
That’s a good day.
Do you ever experience writer’s block?
When sailors are asked if they’ve ever
run aground, the careful ones say, “Not
so far.” No sense tempting Fate. Same
with writer’s block – not so far. I don’t
worry about it, because I thoroughly
enjoy almost all aspects of the process,
so it doesn’t seem like work. And I
don’t believe in sitting around waiting
for inspiration. In my opinion inspiration most often occurs in small but
satisfying doses during the process of
writing. I don’t think of it as a dramatic flash of enthusiasm and insight, or as
the vital spark to creativity. I imagine
people who think that are more suscep-

“. . . waiting for the dramatic flash
of inspiration can be a very long wait.”
tible to writer’s block, because flashes
of emotion and creative enthusiasm are
not very reliable, like the proverbial
London bus. The last line in Candide is
“We must cultivate our garden.” Good
advice for writers. Work on it every
day, and you’re more likely to get
steady results. Some days are better
than others. But waiting for the dramatic flash of inspiration can be a very
long wait. Maybe that’s what Becket
was talking about in Waiting for Godot.
Are there other historical periods or
subjects you would like to explore?
I’m pretty happy with World War II
for the foreseeable future. To state the
obvious, there are endless stories to be
told. But my other favorite periods are
the Civil War, the settlement of the
West and the Indian wars. I just finished a non-fiction book about a battle
with the Cheyenne. The French and
Indian War also interests me – that and
the overall history of the settlement of
North America – the French versus the
English. A few years ago I wrote a novel about the Battle of Quebec, 1759.
Wolfe versus Montcalm. Francis Parkman, one of my favorite historians, said
that it was the most important battle
fought in North America, because it
evicted the French from Canada. The
American colonists then realized they
no longer needed the British army to
protect them. Hence, Independence
seemed suddenly feasible.
Which three historical figures would
you invite to a dinner party?
Dozens of candidates, of course, but
let’s start with Mark Twain, Winston
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Churchill, and George Macdonald
Fraser. Mark Twain is our greatest
writer, hands down. Churchill’s heroic
role in World War II is obvious, but he
was also a great historian and writer. A
veteran of combat, he once said nothing was so exhilarating as being shot at
and missed. Fraser was also a soldier in
World War II and saw action in the
terrible fighting in Burma. He served
with Gurkhas, Sikhs, as well as with
English troops. Later, he wrote the
Flashman books – a series of really fine
novels filled with solid history, adventure and, above all, great humor.
Fraser had no patience with the imbecilic orthodoxies of the current age,
and that shows through in his very entertaining and valuable books.
All three men were multi-faceted,
had significant achievements in several
fields and had what used to be known
as “wit,” which is something much
more than just a sense of humor. The
conversation at dinner would be lively.
All I’d have to do is circulate the brandy and listen.
Is there anything else you would like to
share with our readers?
If you haven’t read Huck Finn in a
while, it’s well worth revisiting, and if
you’ve never read the Flashman books,
you’re in for a treat. And almost anything by or about Churchill is worth a
look. Finally, if you run across any of
Riley Fitzhugh’s adventures, I hope
you enjoy them, too. I certainly enjoy
writing them. n

Visit Terry Mort online at
www.terrymort.com.
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AUTHOR’S NOTES

Kydd’s London
BY KATHY STOCKWIN
Kathy and Julian Stockwin work closely as a
creative team producing the much-loved Kydd
tales. A former magazine editor-in-chief, Kathy
brings an impressive range of skills to the team and
in this, the second of two special features for
‘Quarterdeck,’ she reflects on Kydd’s life ashore in
London.

J

ulian and I love London and have walked
its streets – and journeyed along its iconic waterway, the Thames – many times
on location research for the Kydd
Series. The books chronicle one man’s
journey from pressed man to admiral in the
Great Age of Fighting Sail but they are not just
set in Neptune’s Realm. Kydd has many adven-

tures ashore and his visits to London were often
pivotal points in his life.

The Admiralty
The Admiralty Office in White Hall (the contemporary spelling), where the Admiralty Board
met, was the brain and heart of the Royal Navy
in Kydd’s day. The three-storey U-shaped brick
building was designed by Thomas Ripley and
completed in 1726; the screen was added to the
entrance front in 1788.
The Board Room was the most important
room in the building, where the Admiralty
Board held its meetings and the most important
official business was done.
One of the most spectacular features of †
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ABOVE The nineteenth
century engraving depicts the Admiralty,
White Hall London, as it
would have looked in
Kydd’s day. Note the
shutter telegraph on the
roof.

On the Beach
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the Board Room, shown in the
Rowlandson / Pugin etching at
right, is the ceiling with trapezoids made between horizontal
lines and lines radiating out
from the central point of the
ceiling. It has been claimed
that no two are precisely identical.
A magnificent wind dial was
attached to a weather vane on
the roof, and allowed their
Lordships to know at a glance
whether the wind would serve
to allow the French to break
out for the open sea or be kept
in harbour by a foul wind.
The wind vane shared the
roof with a shutter telegraph,
linked by a chain of signalling
stations constructed in 1796,
which connected the Admiralty all the way to
Portsmouth. In good visibility during daylight,
it could convey a message from one end of the
line to the other in under ten minutes.

ABOVE “Board Room of
the Admiralty”designed
and etched by Thomas
Rowlandson (1756 1827) and Augustus
Charles Pugin (1762 1832).

In Command, Kydd is at a very low ebb having
found himself “on the beach” (his ship out of
commission and he on half pay) in the aftermath of the peace. He takes humble lodgings in
the capital in the hope of somehow managing to
reverse his fortunes by petitioning the Admiralty
for “employment at sea”:
The faded wallpaper and damp corner of the little
room did not dismay Kydd unduly – he had endured far worse. What had taken him aback was
the way London had grown and changed. It was
now generally acknowledged as the biggest city in
the world with the unthinkable population of one
million souls. A stinking, strident and energetic
city, it nevertheless had an animation, a vitality
that at first reached out to Kydd and did much to
temper the universal dank smell of sea-coal smoke,
crowded streets and concentrations of squalor.
His first day in the capital had been spent in
finding accommodation; near to the Admiralty in
White Hall was his goal but he soon found the

rents there ruinous. Weary hours later, it was plain
that he could not afford any of the more fashionable residences to the west, and having passed
through the commercial heart of the city to the east,
he could see there was nothing that could be
termed fit for a gentleman officer.
The south bank of the Thames opposite, although it was connected by the imposing Westminster bridge, was nothing but roads away to the
timber-yards and open fields where wooden tenterframes spread gaily coloured textiles; further to the
east, it transformed into the stews of Southwark. †
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him. First, there was
Lord Stanhope; highly
placed in diplomatic
circles and with whom
he had shared an
open-boat voyage in the
Caribbean. But he had
resigned from his post
in protest at the terms
of the peace. Captain
Eddington? His nephew Bowden had shaped
up well for Kydd – but,
if rumours were to be
believed, Eddington
was himself in the
country on his estates
awaiting any call. The
Commander-in-Chief
Mediterranean, Admiral Keith, had given
every indication of his approbation of Kydd’s conduct but that very morning’s newspaper detailed
how he had returned to Scotland for a well-merited
retreat. Was there no one?
The next morning he had not been able to think
of more, but set off for the Admiralty Office with
hopes high. His gazette had been duly published
and the “Naval Chronicle” was talking about a
small biography piece. He was not unknown, therefore, and his request for a ship of any kind would
surely be looked upon with sympathy if it were
made in person.
The fast-skimming wherry revealed quite a different London. Around the Isle of Dogs and its
docks was a dense forest of masts from vast amounts
of shipping, rafted up together and in continual
commotion of lighters and barges. The wherry
darted through the vessels, the hard-jawed waterman with his distinctive round cap leaning into his
oars with the lithe ease of long practice. Then past
the cargo wharves with their pungent fragrances of
cinnabar and ginger and on to shipbuilders’ slips
and the last green fields before the Port of London
proper.
With the ancient walls of the Tower of London
on the right, the craft approached London Bridge,
the first crossing possible across the powerful river.
Kydd heard the booming rush of water past the
stout piers of the bridge. It did not seem to daunt †

“. . . the craft approached London Bridge,
the first crossing possible across the powerful river.”
ABOVE “A View of Billingsgate At High Water”
by Robert Cleveley (1747
- 1808), a busy scene in
the Georgian Pool of
London on the Thames
with London Bridge in
the background and the
dome at St Paul’s barely
visible. This is a scene
that Captain Kydd would
have recognized as his
wherry approached the
bridge en route to the
Admiralty.

But the sheer size of the city became intimidating
and depressing, endless miles of jostling humanity,
which set Kydd’s nerves a-jangle. In Charing Cross
near the public pillory he had spied a tap-house
and soon found himself a pot of dark, foaming
beer. He drank thirstily and it calmed him.
A stout gentleman next to him, jovial and in an
old-fashioned periwig, was quite taken making the
acquaintance of a naval officer and loudly insisted
on shaking his hand. Kydd took advantage of the
situation and made enquiry about lodgings, lightly
touching on the fact of his temporary inconvenience in the matter of means. He learned that as
a rule naval gentlemen found Greenwich answered, being halfway between the Royal Dockyard at Woolwich and the City and served by the
river wherries.
Kydd now reviewed his plans for an early call at
the Admiralty Office in White Hall. This would
be to present a petition for the attention of the
First Lord of the Admiralty that would set out why
he was so deserving of a ship, a hard thing indeed
when this was no less than Sir John Jervis, Earl St
Vincent and a national hero, recently in post and
said to be beginning a massive reform of the navy’s
administration and support.
In this it would be vital to bring to bear every
scrap of ‘interest’ that he could; he concentrated on
recalling who could possibly put in a word for
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“. . . Kydd passed into a cobbled courtyard; before him was a
portico and the main door, massive and oaken. The Admiralty!”
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ABOVE A busy scene on
White Hall in front of the
Admiralty during Kydd’s
time.

Photo by Kathy Stockwin.

the waterman who lined up the light boat and
brought it under and through the bridge with fast,
short strokes. Beyond it was a much more capacious river, free of seagoing vessels and with the
sights grander. The dome of St Paul’s on the right
was followed firstly by Fleet Ditch and the nearby
Puddle Dock then the graceful Somerset House,
and ahead, as the river straightened the great heart
of London, Westminster Abbey, Parliament in its
ancient palace where no doubt the last details of
the peace were being debated at that very moment.
Then there was the distant line of the noble Westminster Bridge.
At White Hall stairs the wherry lay off while
Kydd fumbled for silver. Then he came quickly
through to the broad avenue that was White Hall,
opposite Horse Guards, a right turn and then the
colonnaded façade of the Admiralty offices with
their imposing buildings beyond offset by the curious structure of a shutter telegraph on the roof.
Kydd’s pulse quickened at the sight. Within
those grey stone walls had been enacted all the sea
dramas of the century: great battles had been
planned; the shocking news of mutiny in the †

LEFT Julian Stockwin at
at Nelson’s Column in
Trafalgar Square during a
research visit to London.
The exhibit above him on
the fourth plinth of the
column was created by
British artist Yinka Shonibare, a HMS Victory in a
bottle. The ship’s 37
large sails are made of
the richly patterned textiles associated with African dress. It remained
there for 18 months or
so and then a public appeal was launched to ensure it had a permanent
home. It is now installed
outside the Sammy Ofer
Wing of the National
Maritime Museum at
Greenwich.

AUTHOR’S NOTES

ABOVE The British Lord
High Admiral’s flag, originally designed during the
early 17th century. At
the Restoration, a horizontal yellow anchor and
cable on a red field became the accepted standard of the Lord High
Admiral.
ABOVE RIGHT A portrait
of Sir John Jervis, Earl of
St Vincent, by English
portrait painter Lemuel
Francis Abbott.

British fleet had been received there. And following the victory of Camperdown off the
Dutch coast the decision to approve the
field-of-battle promotion of a master’s mate,
one Thomas Paine Kydd, had been taken.
Clutching his small case with the precious
petition inside it, Kydd passed into a cobbled
courtyard; before him was a portico and the
main door, massive and oaken. The Admiralty! He went up to the doorman and slipped
him his ‘fee.’ The man took the money with a
bored expression and showed Kydd through the
buff-coloured entrance hall with its gleaming brass
lamps to the second door on the left. ‘Cap’n’s
room’, he said laconically.
He entered the high, beautifully arched room. It
was full of people; talking, playing cards, pacing
about, dozing. Few looked up at Kydd’s entrance
and from their conversations he realised they were
there for much the same purpose, seeking promotion or ships – and had been there for a long time.
Kydd kept to himself while awaiting a summons. One came, but that was to part with guineas to the First Lord’s keeper to ensure delivery of
his petition. There was apparently no indication to
be had as to the timing of a possible audience and
Kydd went back to the waiting room. First minutes, then hours passed. He struck up a desultory
conversation with others but the talk was despairing and bitter, touching mostly on the fearful reduction of the navy to peace-time numbers and the
consequences for employment.
The hours dragged unbearably in a tense yet
mind-numbing tedium but nothing eventuated.
He would have to return the next day. And the
next. On the third day, well into the morning,
word finally came: the First Lord would see him at
four precisely.
Excitement flooded in – at long last! As a commissioned officer Kydd had every right to call on

the Admiralty and be heard. And by a sea-officer,
not a civil appointee, as the previous incumbent.
This had to be where his fortune changed!
Time passed even more slowly; his nervous pacing and rehearsal of his words was cynically
watched by the others but Kydd knew this was his
only chance. At five minutes to four he presented
himself and was ushered upstairs and to a large
room.
‘Commander Kydd, m’lord,’ the functionary
said, and withdrew, closing the doors.
Kydd stood before the great desk and tried to
meet the hard grey eyes of Earl St Vincent whose
splendid uniform and decorations filled his vision.
‘S-sir, it is kind in ye to see me at this time.’ The
eyes were level and uncompromising – and red
with tiredness. ‘You wish a ship.’ The words were
bitten off as though regretted.
‘Sir. As ye can see fr’m my—’
‘I can read as well as the next man, sir.’ He had
Kydd’s painfully written petition in his hands and
glanced once at it, then resumed his impaling
stare. ‘If this were a time o’ war you should have
one, Mr Kydd. Since we are not in that state, I
cannot give you one – as simple as that, sir.’
‘Then, sir, any sea appointment would be more
than acceptable…’
‘If you were a l’tenant, that may be possible, †
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but you are not. As a
commander you must
command, and I have
no ships.’
‘Sir, not even—’
‘Sir – do tell me,
which vessel do you propose I should turn out
her captain that you
should take his place?
Hey? Hey?’
At Kydd’s silence
he went on in a kinder tone. ‘Your situation is known. Your
services to His Majesty’s Sea Service are
well noted but I can
give you no hope of a ship – no hope, do you understand me, sir?’

Windsor Castle
In Pasha, returning to England after his successes at Curaçao, Kydd is summoned to the presence of his monarch, King George III. The first
lord of the Admiralty makes his personal carriage available to Kydd.
The king’s residence, Windsor Castle, hove into
view, all stern battlements and round towers, and Kydd’s heart thumped. In a twist of
irony he remembered it was not the first
time he had been directly addressed by his
sovereign. That had been long ago as a
young seaman in Artemis, a man-of-war
the same size as L’Aurore in which he had
fought in the first big frigate action of the
Revolutionary War. He recalled a kindly
face, bemused blue eyes and a comment
about Surrey Cross sheep. Would he . . .?
In a practised show they swung about to
clatter in through the ancient archways,
proceeding to the solemn entrance the other
side of the vast courtyard. Kydd glimpsed
the mast above the great round tower. It
did not fly the Union Flag of Great Britain: instead it was the lions and leopards of the Royal
Standard of King George III that floated there
imperiously. The sovereign was at home.

ABOVE Windsor Castle
from the Thames in a
nineteenth century engraving.

As Kydd rose to alight, he looked around. It was
so unreal, so impossible, that this day Tom Kydd of
Guildford was about to be received by the monarch that his vision dissolved into a series of dazed
impressions.
Here he was, standing in a castle first occupied
by William the Conqueror after 1066, and witness
to the stately panoply of the centuries since that was
England’s past – and which he had first learned
about in dame school. If crabby Miss Bowling
could only see him now...
An equerry and royal footmen in their blue and
gold edged with red emerged to greet him. It
seemed he was expected, and that His Majesty had
expressed a desire that he should be presented at
once.
He was ushered inside to a quiet magnificence,
passing through majestic rooms hung with vast
ancestral portraits, then across a hall of blinding
splendour before reaching the state apartments, set
about with lordly bewigged footmen.
An elderly gentleman of infinite dignity was
waiting before high closed doors. The equerry murmured Kydd’s name to him and he was introduced
to the lord chamberlain.
A quiet briefing was given: Kydd should bow as
he was introduced but a short bow rather than the
elaborate affair fashionable in drawing rooms. He
should not speak until spoken to and he should
remain standing until bidden otherwise. This being an informal audience without others †
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‘So, Kydd. The Hollanders were all before you
and the battle not yet won. What did you say to
your men that they followed you into the cannon’s
fury? Tell away, young fellow!’
Kydd’s mind froze as he desperately tried to remember exactly what he had shouted in those mad
moments as he’d thrown himself and his crew
against the forts. Then he realised that exactitude
was not what was being asked and he replied
gravely, ‘Sire, I remember it as, “Come, my lads, to
the fore and the day is ours!”’
‘Ah! A true son of the sea speaks! Would that
we had more of your ilk, Kydd!’
There was then nothing for it but to
deliver a detailed account of the action, the obvious interest and enthusiasm of the King easing his fears.
‘Capital! In the best traditions
of the Navy, of Nelson himself, I
shouldn’t wonder.’
Kydd flushed, overwhelmed at
such praise from his sovereign.
‘Now you’ll want to be on
your way, we fancy,’ the King
said, rising. Kydd scrambled to
his feet.
‘But before you go, if we
might detain you a little longer...’
On cue a court official entered
noiselessly, bearing something on a
satin cushion.
The King lifted a glittering object
on a white and blue ribbon from it
and turned to Kydd. ‘Captain, in the
name of England we bestow upon you
this, in distinction of the velour you displayed upon the field of Curaçao Kydd knelt and
bent his head, feeling it pass over his neck, then
rose, overcome.
‘We wish you good fortune, Captain, and God
preserve you until next we meet.’
‘I do thank you for the great honour you have
done me, Your Majesty,’ Kydd managed, with a
bow. n
PD - Art

Present, full expressions of fealty were not to be expected and, indeed, His Majesty was known for his
kindness and interest in meeting his subjects.
With his cocked hat firmly under his arm, stiffly
at attention, Kydd took a deep breath and nodded.
The lord chamberlain smiled encouragingly and
knocked discreetly. The door was opened wide from
the inside and Kydd nervously followed him into
the Presence.
Oblivious to the subdued grandeur of the room,
Kydd had eyes for one thing only.
George III, by the Grace of God, King of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland, Defender of the Faith, sat at a
table spread with a silver tea service,
his queen standing next to him, a
lady-in-waiting behind.
‘Your Majesty, may I present
Captain Thomas Kydd of the
Royal Navy.’
Kydd bowed jerkily, his heart in
his mouth.
‘Thank you, Dartmouth.
Well now, Kydd, and you’ll be
relishing a dash of peace and
quiet after your mortal perils in
Curacoa, hey?’
He became aware of a heavy
face but kindly eyes, albeit
rheumy and filmed.
‘Your Majesty, to return to this
realm is a pleasure indeed.’
It would probably not be done to
tell a king that his pronunciation of
Curacoa was somewhat awry.
‘As it should be, young man.’ The king
harrumphed. ‘It’s our pleasure to take a dish
of tea at this hour and we’re not minded to alter
our custom. Do join us, will you? Charlotte, my
dear...’
Kydd had a moment of panic – should he sweep
his coat-tails elegantly behind as he sat or keep his
sword from twisting under him? But, of course,
unlike those of army officers, a naval sword hung
loosely, the better to sit in boats, and he concentrated on a flourish with the tails. The sword obediently conformed and in relief he accepted an elegant,
tiny porcelain cup from the Queen, who smiled
winningly at him.

ABOVE King George III in
a portrait by English
portrait painter Sir William Beechey, circa
1799 - 1800.
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NAVAL HISTORY

HMS Invincible
Discovering historical sunken treasure at Spithead
BY JOHN BROOMHEAD

O

n 19 February 1758, His Majesty’s Ship Invincible, a 74gun ship of the line, grounded on “The Horse” part of
Dean Sands off Portsmouth, England. Three days later,
Edward Boscawen, Admiral of the Blue, wrote in his official journal,
“Invincible fell over on her beam ends,” slipping beneath the Solent
without loss of life.
Over two centuries later, Invincible lay on the
seabed off Portsmouth unseen and untouched
until my friend fisherman Arthur Mack accidentally snagged the wreck with his nets while
trawling in the area aboard his friend Melvin
Gofton’s boat Vanessa.
On my thirtieth birthday in 1979, Arthur

saw me nosing about down at the small ferry
boat terminal on Langstone Harbor's foreshore.
It was a chance meeting. I had not seen him for
some time. He asked if I was still diving, explaining that recently, while fishing with Melvyn Gofton, they had caught their nets on a
solid obstruction that he called a “fastener.” †
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ABOVE The British 74gun ship of the line Invincible, the first to bear the
name. The ship was one
of three 74-gun men of
war designed by the
French in the 1740s. She
was captured as a prize
by the British fleet at the
First Battle of Cape Finisterre on 3 May 1747.

All photos are courtesy of
John Broomhead unless
otherwise credited.
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Invincible’s bow and
stern appeared in John
Charnock’s three-volume History of Marine
Architecture, which
was published between 1800 – 1802.
RIGHT Vice-Admiral
George Anson by English
portrait painter Joshua
Reynolds, circa 1755.

Little did we know that this “fastener” was a
piece of the first Invincible, a significant ship in
British Royal Navy history.

The 74s became stalwarts in European navies
in the mid-to-late eighteenth century. On 21
August 1747, L'Invincible was commissioned
into the Royal Navy as Invincible, the first BritFrench-Built Prize
ish ship to carry the name, but without the preBuilt in Rochefort, France and
fix "HMS," which came into use
launched on 21 October 1744,
about 1789.
the ship – originally called
During her eleven years
L'Invincible – was one of
under the Union Jack, she
the first three 74-gun
served as the flagship for
vessels designed by the
three admirals, transFrench. She was capported troops, and saw
tured as a prize by the
duty in the West InBritish fleet at the First
dies and Nova Scotia.
Battle of Cape FinisMoored at Portsterre on 3 May 1747.
mouth on 19 February
Vice-Admiral
1758, Invincible was
George Anson was impart of a fleet set to sail
pressed with the choice
to Nova Scotia to capprize. “She is a prodigious
ture the French fort at
fine ship and vastly large, I
Louisbourg.
think she is larger than any ship
After several unsuccessful atPD - Art
in the fleet and is quite new,” he
tempts to get underway, she ran
wrote in a dispatch to the Admiralty in London.
aground on Dean Sand, a three-mile-long shoal
The Admiralty heaped praise on her: “She outin the eastern Solent, the strait between the Isle
sails the whole of the Navy of England,” wrote
of Wight and Portsmouth Harbour.
Captain (later Admiral) Augustus Keppel in
Three days later, buffeted with heavy seas
1748.
breaking over the ship in gale force winds, the †
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ABOVE Engravings of

entire crew went ashore. The hull
soon filled with seawater and eventually foundered, sinking and
coming to rest on the seabed, lost
to history – until over two-hundred years later.

wood; brass, copper, and lead were more the
type of material to stir their interest.

“Something Very Special”
During our chance meeting, he asked if I would
have a look. “John,” he said, “I have a feeling
about this one. It is something very special.” I
will never forget those words because they
changed the course of our lives.
I asked him if he could locate the snag again.
After all, it was at night when he had last
snagged it, and without leaving a marker buoy,
how would he find it again? “I know almost exactly where it is," he enthused. “Almost and †
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ABOVE L’Invincible’s Captain Chevalier de St
George surrenders his
sword to Admiral Lord
Anson on 14 May 1747
onboard the British manof-war Prince George.
BELOW A rendering of
the first Invincible after
she was captured from
the French at the First
Battle of Finisterre.
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Arthur’s find was unexpected because he had trawled the same area
for many years and had never
snagged anything. Powered by her
engines, Vanessa ripped the nets
free and hauled them back on
board, along with a large section
of timber.
Most fishermen would have
cursed their ill-luck before throwing the waterlogged wood back over the side. However, in
this instance, Arthur “had a feeling” about it
and kept the timber on board. Bringing it
ashore, he stowed it under an upturned rowboat alongside the Hayling Ferry pontoon at
Eastney.
During our conversation, we walked to the
dingy. The timber was two large pieces of oak
in exceptional condition held together by several wooden pegs.
Arthur was born into poverty in 1934 during
the Great Depression and never attended
school, working at his father’s insistence to
“earn his keep” as a
child. Despite lacking
a formal education, he held a
fascination for history, especially old wooden ships.
Despite struggling with
reading and writing, he told
me that the wooden pegs were
called “treenails” and their
presence indicated that the
wood was from something “at
least as old as the old girl herself,” referring to Nelson’s
flagship, HMS Victory.
He said that he had already
asked other divers to look at
the “unknown underwater obstruction,” but none were interested in something made of
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An Unexpected Snag

was on the seabed that kept calling Arthur back.
Once again, we towed the trawling gear, comprised of two small “otter boards” with just
chains joining them together, allowing us to
cover about a 20-foot width of the seabed with
each pass over the area where the obstruction lay
in the depths.

The Early Dives

ABOVE John Broomhead
(left) and Arthur Mack in
recent years.
BELOW RIGHT Arthur
Mack aboard Wishbone
in 1980, the year after
he snagged Invincible in
the Solent.

exactly” didn’t necessarily belong together in
this context, but I agreed that we should at least
have a go. Arthur was so confident and ardent
about his “feeling” that I got my diving gear,
and we went out in his 16-foot fishing boat
Wishbone.
Arthur originally snagged the obstruction
halfway between Southsea beach on the mainland and Bembridge on the eastern corner of the
Isle of Wight some six miles to the south.
It was a pleasant, sunny, relaxing day. Unfortunately, we couldn’t locate the wreck. Not
beaten, Arthur spent most of April trawling up
and down in the same area during the day using
a small otter trawl (a pair of heavy wooden
boards attached to the lines on
each side of the mouth of the
fishing net).
On 30 April 1979, he hit the
underwater obstruction again.
Unfortunately, he couldn’t leave
his trawl gear out there with a
marker buoy on it, fearing someone would see it and steal his
nets. Instead, he took the bearings and later assured me, he
could “definitely” snag the obstruction on the next trip.
Although I had a nasty head
cold and could not dive, my
friend and diver, Jim Boyle,
came along. The three of us set
off in Wishbone to discover what

True to his word, Arthur hit the snag, and Wishbone shuddered, coming to an abrupt halt. With
his huge piratical grin, Arthur said, “here we
go.” Excitedly, Jim got ready to dive to see about
all the fuss. Arthur said, “go on then, it’s not
very deep – honest.” Jim was in the water for
about 25 minutes.
Back on board, he confirmed that Arthur was
“honest” in saying “it’s not very deep" because
the seabed lay just seven meters below the surface. The "fastner," or snag, was a line of substantial wooden timbers, but he could see very
little else because the underwater visibility was so
bad.
Jim used his old sextant to take readings on
our position. He said the wreckage's sheer size
strongly indicated the remains were HMS Impregnable, the British 98-gun ship of the line
wrecked off Spithead in 1799. On the next
trip, we couldn't find the wreck. Misty conditions made it impossible to see the land transit
marks taken and recorded earlier.
After some discussion, I suggested that †
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Arthur leave his trawl gear
tangled up on the wreck and
put a marker buoy on the
rope when he snagged it
again. Then either Jim or I
would go straight out, free
the nets and take better land
transit marks to locate the
wreck more easily in the future.
Arthur’s enthusiasm was
infectious. Not much happened during May 1979, but
the weather forecast was favorable towards the month’s
end.
We were entering a neap
tides period – the first or
third quarters of the moon –
when there is the least difference between high
and low water. The conditions allowed us to
dive and seriously survey the wreck on 1 June.
Arthur went out the day before our planned
dive to find and mark the wreck with a large
pink buoy attached to his trawling gear. He also
snagged the obstruction with his grapple and
attached it to a second marker buoy to make
doubly sure. Even if sea mist, which is common
in the Solent, concealed our landmarks, we
would be able to locate the spot again.
I asked for the day off from my boss at
Goodyear Tyres UK, Graham Platt, who jokingly told me to bring back some treasure. I
replied, “Graham, many a true word is said in
jest.” Little did I know just how true our banter
would turn out. Not, I hasten to add, a treasure
in the ordinary sense of the word, such as gold
and silver, but unique wooden items that
would change our history books.
Sadly, Jim couldn’t make it this day. After
collecting my diving gear with a couple of
charged air cylinders, we set off to meet Arthur
at his boat with another diving friend, Steve
Courtney.
On our approach along the narrow spit of
land at Eastney leading out to Ferry Point, we
saw Arthur’s aptly named Wishbone moored
alongside the little wooden jetty. As we got
close, we could hear the boat’s single-cylinder
diesel engine gently throbbing away. Arthur sat

in the stern waiting for us, eager to learn just
what continued to call him back to the mysterious location in the Solent.
The day was rather misty, lowering the land
visibility to less than one mile. Wishbone didn’t
have a satellite navigation system, nor even a
depth sounder. It took us an hour to get to the
approximate area, but by then, the sea mist was
so bad, we couldn't see Arthur’s marker buoys.
We motored around for half an hour when,
purely by chance, one of Arthur’s bright pink
buoys appeared through the mist. It was spooky
– just like seeing a ghostly scene unfold in an
old swashbuckling pirate film.
The tide was full on the ebb and running
hard, which made diving almost impossible.
However, by the time we picked up the buoy,
and sorted the gear in readiness for the dive, it
was nearing low tide and slack water, which
occurs when the westerly tide rip slows down,
readying to change from ebb to flood.
We were approximately three miles out, well
away from the harbor entrance. The land had
disappeared in the murk, and the glassy sea
merged into the rolling mist. We had roughly
half an hour to investigate the uncharted wreck
before the tide started flooding, increasing the
flow once again.
My dive log shows that in a calm sea on a
warm, sultry summer’s day, we kitted up and
quietly rolled over the side into the still water †
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ABOVE John Broomhead
looking into Invincible’s
orlop deck planking and
cladding.

at 11:50 hours.
At 26 feet deep, underwater visibility on the
seabed was about twelve feet, allowing us to see
the timbers that Jim Boyle had observed the
previous month. The relatively shallow water
indicated that we were right on top of the notorious Dean Tail sandbank.
We set off along the wreckage, feeling our
way through thick kelp and stumbling across
several snagged and abandoned fishing nets.
Timbers about 15 inches square rose out of the
sand at an angle of about 40 degrees. They appeared like a row of gigantic teeth that stretched
for about 200 feet.
Steve and I came across a large coil of rope
lying on firm timber decking. Later in the project, it was removed and identified as tarred
hemp cable-laid rope in excellent condition.
The tidal flow started to pick up, rapidly
strengthening, and within thirty minutes of feeling our way over the wreckage, it was time to
return to the surface and the Wishbone’s safety.
This dive was the first of hundreds on the
wreck.
At this early stage in the project, we had no
excavating equipment. All I could do was fan
the sand with my hands. Clearly, with a wreck
this size, we couldn’t carry on in this manner.
So I researched how an airlift works. Then we
manufactured our own, allowing us to remove
the sediment quickly.

A Naval Ship
On 20 June 1979, I came across a large copper
staple embedded in a sizeable flat timber marked
with a British government broad arrow symbol.
This was a naval ship and a large one. By the
end of August, I had logged fifteen diving days.
Artifacts recovered included musket and pistol
shot; very large gun flints; a pulley block; a
leather apron, pottery; and fragments from
leather shoes.
After discovering a small sandglass, we visited
the Portsmouth Museum conservation laboratories in Old Portsmouth to have the artifact restored. It was a half-hour glass, originally used
for timing the ship’s watch on deck.
Other recovered artifacts included leather and
wooden buckets, hand grenades, belaying pins,
stoneware jugs, bottles, complete shoes, shoe †

CLOCKWISE FROM TOP A
shoe, socks and regimental buttons recovered during the early dives on
Invincible; a display of
musket and pistol balls,
with a gun flint, displayed
on a piece of wood from
Invincible; copper staple
with the broad arrow
symbol in the middle; a
pulley block; a hand grenade; and the original
half-hour glass discovered
by Broomhead used for
timing the ship’s watch
after conservation.
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and belt buckles, small bamboo barrels, and silver and gilt numbered army uniform buttons.
By then, with all evidence pointing to a naval
vessel, we consulted with Alexander McKee, a
local historian, and diver credited with discovering Henry VIII's flagship Mary Rose. After
showing him over the wreck, he considered it
far larger than the Mary Rose, with timber construction equal to Nelson’s Victory.
McKee believed that we had happened upon
HMS Impregnable, a 98-gun first-rate line-ofbattle ship, which foundered and sunk in 1799.
However, research proved that the vessel had
gone down in another area. So our ship’s identity remained a niggling mystery.
In Portsmouth, the National Museum of the
Royal Navy directed us to a local naval officer,
Commander John Bingeman, experienced in
diving on historical wreck sites. After visiting
the site, Bingeman was enthusiastic about what
lay below the surface. We agreed to form a partnership and apply for a government wreck protection order.

Identifying the Ship
During 1980, Bingeman and I recovered an extensive inventory of artifacts while spending
hours combing through public records and naval archives to identify the ship. One day, I was
accompanied to the wreck by a policewoman
diver. While making our way along the seabed,
she discovered what turned out to be a leather
cartridge pouch fragment. The scrap was embossed with a King’s crest and the number “2”
within the “GR,” signifying that this was from
the reign of King George II (1727 - 1760).
Bingeman pulled rank at the Admiralty in
London, digging into archives, which led to a
theory that the ship was Invincible. However,
there were flaws in the speculation, including an
official Admiralty record that gave her final position twenty miles further along the coast.
Convinced that we had found Invincible,
Bingeman dug into records at historical Priddy’s
Hard – formerly a major naval armory, now a
museum – in Gosport, Hampshire, where he
found a document dated 3 December 1747
from the Lords of the Admiralty. It detailed Invincible’s armament, which matched gun rammer heads raised from the wreck.

INVINCIBLE MODEL 1744/1758

I

n the mid 1980s, the original team commissioned local model maker Phil Rumsey to create a scale model of Invincible
from the original plans using original material recovered
from the
wreck.
To that end, we gave him: oak from an original hull planks to
create the hull and deck; pine from deck cladding to make the
masts; lignum vitae from one of the gun pulley blocks for the 74
guns; animal bone from the galley area to make the figure head,
the gingerbread around the stern, and the stern lanterns. Phil
used his wife’s hair for the rigging.
The construction materials make the model unique the world
over. The model is magnificent and majestic like the Invincible
when she was launched from Rochefort France in 1744 with the
name L’Invincible. She was a one off, the finest fighting ship
afloat at that time. This truly is the most interesting item is on
display at the National Museum of the Royal Navy in Portsmouth
until 2022.
– John Broomhead

Not long after, Arthur discovered the extract
from the log of Dublin, a 74-gun third-rate.
Captain George Brydges Rodney wrote: “This
day we did witness the destruction of Invincible,
ashore upon Dean Sands . . .” These findings
proved that we had indeed found Invincible.
Proof positive came on 30 May 1981 when †
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ABOVE In June 2017,

Canadian diver Brent
Piniuta (far left) organized a reunion dive
for the original three:
(l-r) John Bingeman,
Arthur Mack and John
Broomhead, who returned to the wreck
for one more dive.
BELOW RIGHT Arthur
Mack with a block
from Invincible recovered during a dive in
2016.

we found a tally stick – a wooden tag – tied in
old tarred sailcloth. The words “Invincible –
Flying Jib 26 x 26 No 6” were written on it.
After formally identifying the ship, we formed
the Invincible Committee (1758), with Bingeman, the licensee, to research and work the site.
Invincible was designated as a Historic Shipwreck under the Protection of Wrecks Act 1973

in September 1981.
In 2009, the Solent
Marine Heritage Assets
project inspected the
protected wreck site to
assess the seabed’s structural remains, recovering newly exposed
artifacts.
In 2010, Daniel Pascoe, of Pascoe Archaeological Services, the
wreck’s new licensee,
launched a project in
conjunction with the
Maritime Archaeological Trust (MAST). The
organization has also
partnered with Bournemouth University, the
National Museum of
the Royal Navy, and volunteers.

Invincible’s Legacy
Invincible provides a crucial bridge between
the Mary Rose and HMS Victory, offering a rare
view into life aboard a British man-of-war in the
mid-eighteenth century. And there remains
much more to learn from this ancient ship lying
in the sands of the Solent.
A valuable collection of artifacts from Invincible is on permanent display at the Chatham Historic Dockyard Museum at Chatham, Kent.
The maritime treasures are also generously illustrated in The Heart of Oak: A Sailor's Life in
Nelson’s Navy by James P. McGuane.
Two books have been published on Invincible: The Royal Navy's First Invincible by Brian
Lavery and The First HMS Invincible (1747 –
1758): Her Excavations (1980 – 2010) by John
M. Bingeman.
In June 2017, Arthur, John Bingeman, and I
returned to the wreck for a reunion dive organized by Canadian diver Brent Piniuta.
To have been part of the team that changed
the way historians understand life, as it existed
onboard an eighteenth-century man-of-war, will
always be considered a great privilege. My involvement with the project changed my life. n
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Arthur Mack
Old Man of the Sea
BY BRENT PINIUTA AND JOHN BROOMHEAD
Geoffrey Huband

Online Book
Sources
McBooks Press
www.mcbooks.com
Rowman & Littlefield
www.rowman.com
Lyons Press
www.lyonspress.com
Sheridan House
www.sheridanhouse.org
Amazon
www.amazon.com or
www.amazon.co.uk
Barnes & Noble
www.barnesandnoble.com

L

ifelong Portsmouth resident
Arthur Mack was born into a
world of poverty and hardship
at the time of the Great Depression.
By the age of seven he was scavenging
the mud of Portsmouth Harbour to
help support his family. Having survived the World War II Blitz he became a career fisherman, relying on
his luck, strength and wits to earn a
living from the Solent.
His affinity with the sea, uncanny
luck and curiosity netted Arthur finds
of antiquities and artifacts from thousands of years of human activity in
coastal Hampshire. His archaeological
discoveries can be found in museums
throughout southern England, and
his contributions to maritime historical knowledge are documented worldwide.
He will chiefly be remembered for the discovery and exploration of the
wreck of the first British ship of the line Invincible, a pivotal influence on
eighteenth-century warship design and a technological bridge between the
Mary Rose and HMS Victory.
Independent, $3.49, US Ebook / £6.99, UK Paperback
AVAILABLE EXCLUSIVELY FROM AMAZON US / UK

The Book Depository
www.bookdepository.com
Abe Books
www.abebooks.com
Alibris

www.alibris.com

Paul Garnett
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The Sea of Silence
BY SETH HUNTER
McBooks Press Press, US/UK Hardback
$27.95 / £20.00
MAY US / JULY UK

C

aptain Nathan Peake, an officer in His Britannic Majesty’s
Navy, unintentionally saved
Napoléon Bonaparte’s life in what
seemed like another lifetime. Now he
must thwart the Corsican’s designs on
expanding the French empire in North
America.
In 1802, peace briefly exists between
Britain and France after the Treaty of
Amiens is signed, marking the end of
the French Revolutionary Wars. The
lull in hostilities between the two powers allows Bonaparte, with continental
Europe firmly in his grasp, to cast an
eye toward expanding the republic’s
empire to include North America.
Nathan Peake is traveling from Gibraltar aboard the Falmouth packet,
“running for Mount’s Bay in Cornwall,” with two privateers in pursuit,
when the ferry from Penzance to the
Isles of Scilly draws near to announce
the peace.

Three months later, Peake remains
on half-pay in London, lodging with
his mother in Soho Square. After a
night carousing, he is unexpectedly
hailed in St Martin’s Lane by his former commander, Admiral Lord Nelson, setting off events that place
Nathan in a position to thwart the man
he once saved.
An invitation to Merton House,
Nelson’s country manor, where he is in
residence with Sir William and Lady
Hamilton, appears to be calculated
when Peake’s nemesis, the American
agent Gilbert Imlay, arrives with a
proposition already sanctioned by the
Admiralty.
Soon after, detached temporarily
from the Royal Navy, Peake, and Imlay
board the “Falaise, of 16 guns, a newish French corvette taken in the last
summer of the war,” in the Downs at
Deal.
Crewed by Americans, with Peake in
the guise of “Captain Turner of Nantucket,” the ship’s off-the-books mission is to deliver arms to rebels under
Toussaint-Louverture fighting Napoleon’s forces on Hispaniola in the West
Indies. A French defeat would scuttle
Bonaparte’s plans to extend the French
empire in the West.
As the mission unfolds, Peake rightly senses that there is more to Imlay’s
scheme, which he complicates further
by falling in love with Bonaparte’s
married sister.
Seth Hunter’s eloquently drawn sea
battles and actions ashore, drawn on
contemporary records in meticulous
detail, accurately depict life in sailing
navies. But it is his character development, sense for the comedic and natural dialogue that define his crackerjack
sea adventures.
The Sea of Silence, the seventh title
in the Nathan Peake canon, displays
Hunter’s rare talent, a foremost author
in naval fiction. n
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Hunters in the Stream
BY TERRY MORT
Mcbooks Press, US/UK Hardback
$26.95 / £19.50
APRIL US / JUNE UK

A

s war clouds sweep across Europe, LA private eye Riley
Fitzhugh, realizing that America would soon be in it, volunteers for
the Navy and, with the help of a pal in
the FBI and a document forger, makes
it into officer training.
While “learning to march and learning the difference between port and
starboard, the Japs bombed Pearl Harbor,” and life suddenly became much
more serious for Fitzhugh.
After graduation, newly-minted Ensign Fitzhugh reports to the PC 475,
based in Key West, as second in command under an aging, up-from-theranks skipper. The 170-foot patrol
craft is charged with hunting German
U-boats preying on shipping in the
Caribbean with seeming impunity.
Nicknamed Nameless by her crew
because small vessels only carried hull
numbers, the PC 475 sails into its assigned cruising area between Key †

BOOK REVIEWS
West and Havana.
Calls in the Cuban port provide Fitzhugh with intelligence about a clandestine U-boat fueling depot. A chance
meeting with a “tall blond woman in a
clinging black dress” in the Floridita, a
historic watering hole, proves to be
heaven-sent.
Each event has a significant impact
on the nascent new ensign’s immediate
future.
Operating on information from the
Cuban Navy, Nameless heads to sea
searching for the German fuel dump
in the island’s eastern wilds. Destroying the station would deal Admiral
Donitz’s submarines a serious blow.
Along the way, Nameless happens
upon a half-submerged fishing boat, a
U-boat victim, with no survivors
aboard – a clear sign, in Captain
Ford’s words, that “the bastards have
arrived.”
Terry Mort’s slick narrative tracks
Riley Fitzhugh from Havana’s streets
and the harbor overlooked by Morro
Castle to the barrier islands along
coastal Cuba, where Nameless comes
across the secret German fuel dump.
While Fitzhugh leads a patrol ashore
to destroy the Nazi base, survivors
from a sinking U-boat seize a Bahamian turtle boat and slaughter the crew.
Seeking sanctuary, they set a course for
the refueling key – and a surprise
showdown with the Nameless.
In between patrols, Fitzhugh frequents the Floridita, meets Ernest
Hemingway, and, not surprisingly,
encounters the “tall blonde,” who happens to be Martha Gellhorn, the novelist’s wife.
Listening to Fitzhugh’s exploits over
drinks, Papa, who also hunts U-boats
aboard his yacht, Pilar, considers
adapting the story for his own.
Hunters in the Stream is a riveting
launch to the series featuring delightfully charming Riley Fitzhugh. n

Captain Putnam for the
Republic of Texas
BY JAMES L. HALEY
G. P. Putnam’s Sons, US Hardback
$28.00
AVAILABLE NOW

U

nited States Navy Captain
Bliven Putnam commands
his beloved sloop-of-war
Rappahannock on a cruise through the
West Indies – her final mission, or so
he believes.
After three decades in the sea service,
dating back to his days as a young midshipman serving under legendary naval
officer Edward Preble in USS Constitution during the Barbary Wars, Putnam
is ready to retire to his home and wife
in Litchfield, Connecticut.
Returning to Boston and Charlestown Navy Yard, Putnam reunites with
his wife, Clarity, bids farewell to “Dear
old Rappahannock,” destined to become a hulk, and settles down on the
family farm.
Suffering from swamp fever, a lingering illness from his time in the tropics, he seriously ponders retirement
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until a Navy courier arrives with orders
to report to Pittsburgh, “a matter of
both the gravest urgency and greatest
secrecy.”
Traveling by riverboat to New Orleans under “orders that make no
sense,” Bliven is further astonished
when he discovers Rappahannock and
his old friend Sam Bandy, who had
settled in Texas years earlier, “in a goddamned uniform” waiting for him.
Bandy delivers the next jaw-dropper
when he tells General Stephen Austin
that “I have come to New Orleans to
find a ship and crew” and explains to
Putnam that he has been seconded to
the Texas Navy with President Andrew
Jackson’s assent.
The Texas Revolution, with Texians
– colonists from the United States and
Tejanos (Texas Mexicans) – fighting for
independence from the Mexican national government headed by Antonio
López de Santa Anna, is aflame.
Rappahannock is now the warship
Gonzales, bound for Texas, with Putnam in command and Bandy as his
first lieutenant. Their top-secret mission is to support Sam Houston’s Texas volunteer forces, who may have
already been overrun by Santa Anna’s
army, which recently had overrun the
Alamo.
James Haley – novelist and historian
– is a skilled storyteller. His captivating
narrative brings 1830s America vividly
to life, from relatively tranquil New
England to naval engagements at sea to
bloody battles in Texas.
As Gonzales sails into the Gulf of
Mexico under a “lone-star” flag to
blockade ships carrying supplies and
weapons to the Mexican forces, she
faces “a considerable fleet of privateers,” threatening the Revolution and
Bliven Putnam’s future.
Captain Putnam for the Republic of
Texas is another inspiring yarn from a
master in historical fiction. n

BOOK REVIEWS

Violent Peace
BY DAVID POYER
St. Martin’s Press, US Hardback
$27.99
AVAILABLE NOW

A

merica’s cataclysmic war
against China is over – at least
the shooting, including a nuclear exchange. Military conflict, for
the time being, gives way to tempests
of another kind.
The chairman of the Joint Chiefs
warns that certain elements in China,
Iran, and Pakistan remain threats, even
as an uneasy peace, in some respects a
violent peace, engulfs the United States
and China.
Admiral Dan Lenson, landing in
San Diego from the Pacific, heads for
Seattle, “obliterated by megaton-range
airbursts,” looking against hope for his
daughter, Nan. Waiting for him in
Washington, DC, is a summons from
The Hague for alleged “war crimes.”
Blair Titus, Lenson’s wife, an undersecretary in the Department of Defense, lands in Beijing aboard a C-5
Galaxy Cargo plane with a US diplomatic delegation tasked with negotiat-

MARITIME FICTION
ing official peace.
Aboard the USS Savo Island moored
in Japan, Captain Cheryl Staurulakis,
stressed to the core in the war’s wake,
deals with a crew looking homeward,
while Moscow “moves its chess pieces
forward,” probing the board with its
Pacific Fleet. Only Savo Island and a
patched-together task force stand between the Russians and a return to ruinous conflict.
In Western China’s Tian Shan
Mountains, ex-SEAL Master Chief
Teddy Oberg, once a valued asset to
the CIA and now leading a brutal jihad, may be expendable to his handler
in the post-war world.
Marine Sergeant Hector Ramos,
awakening from an induced coma
aboard the US Navy hospital ship Mercy, with “a sharp stick down his
throat,” is bound for Camp Pendleton
and the Corps’ Wounded Warrior
Regiment.
David Poyer melds a nuclear war’s
aftermath into a crisp, fast-moving
multi-front narrative that is difficult to
put down as his compelling characters
and the nation face unimaginable peril.
As Dan Lenson, facing the reality
that Nan may be lost forever, commandeers a motorcycle in Seattle’s ruins
and sets off across the countryside ravaged by radiation, the awful truth
wrought by nuclear war is palpable.
Towns are eerily abandoned, farm
fields lay untended, and armed vigilante militias are at large.
Roaring through “hot zones” with
Lenson as he deals with his inner
thoughts, standing behind Captain
Staurulakis as she considers options
against a potential enemy, and setting
an ambush with Teddy Oberg rings as
true to life as fiction can be.
Violent Peace is another magnum
opus in David Poyer’s epic naval thrillers. n
– George Jepson
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Ligurian Mission
BY CHRIS DURBIN

It is the summer of 1760 and the British
navy reigns supreme on the oceans of the
world; only in the Mediterranean is its
mastery still seriously challenged. Admiral Saunders is sent with a ships-of-theline squadron to remind those nations
that are still neutral of the consequences
of siding with the French. Edward Carlisle’s ship Dartmouth is sent to the Ligurian Sea. His mission: to carry the British
envoy to the Kingdom of Sardinia back
to its capital, Turin, then to investigate
the ships being built in Genoa for the
French. He soon finds that the game of
diplomacy is played for high stakes, and
the countries bordering the Ligurian Sea
are hotbeds of intrigue and treachery,
where family loyalties count for little.
Ligurian Mission is the ninth Carlisle
and Holbrooke novel. The series follows
Carlisle and his protégé Holbrooke
through the Seven Years War and into
the period of turbulent relations between
Britain and her American colonies prior
to their bid for independence.

Independent, $15.21 / £10.99
US / UK Trade Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW

MARITIME FICTION

A Matter of Honor
BY WILLIAM c. HAMMOND

The first volume in a naval fiction series
set in the early years of the United States,
A Matter of Honor is a dramatic account
of a young man's coming of age during
the American Revolution. Introducing
Richard Cutler, a Massachusetts teenager
with strong family ties to England, the
novel tells his story as he ships out with
John Paul Jones to avenge the death of
his beloved brother Will, impressed by
the Royal Navy and flogged to death for
striking an officer. On the high seas, in
England and in France, on the sugar islands of the Caribbean, and on the battlefield of Yorktown, Cutler proves his
mettle and wins the love--and allegiance
to the infant republic--of a beautiful
English aristocrat from the arms of Horatio Nelson himself.

McBooks Press, $18.95
US Trade Paperback
MAY

The Power and
the Glory

To The Bitter End

BY WILLIAM C. HAMMOND

These are dramatic times in England's
sea-faring history. The English and the
French are battling it out for control of
Canada in the frozen waters off the coast
of Newfoundland. The year is 1708 and
Matthew Loftus has come a long way
from his humble beginnings as an orphan in Whitby. Now a successful fur
trader sailing the Newfoundland coast,
he wants to put his skirmishes with privateers and pirates behind him – until
the English Navy sails into the colony of
Esperantia and puts it under their protection. Forced by the Navy to sail a rescue mission to Hudson’s Bay, Matthew
discovers that the true agenda is to foil
the French.

The Power and the Glory is the third title
in the Cutler Family Chronicles. Set during the Quasi-War against the French
Republic during the late 1790’s, William
C. Hammond offers readers a stirring
and authentic look at the birth of the
modern United States Navy during the
Age of Fighting Sail. Whether confronting French pirates off the island of Nantucket or heavily armed French frigates
in the Caribbean, Captains Thomas
Truxtun, and Silas Talbot, Lieutenant
Richard Cutler and other early naval heroes –most real, some fictional – personify the best of American honor and
courage.

McBooks Press, $18.95
US Trade Paperback
JUNE
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BY MARCUS PALLISER

McBooks Press, $18.95
US Trade Paperback
JUNE
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To Wake the Giant

The Eagle’s Claw

A Call to Colors

BY JEFF SHAARA

BY JEFF SHAARA

BY JOHN J. GOBBELL

In 1941, President Franklin D. Roosevelt watches uneasily as the world heads
rapidly down a dangerous path. The Japanese have waged an aggressive campaign
against China, and they now begin to
expand their ambitions to other parts of
Asia. Despite deep concerns about weakening the Pacific fleet, no one believes
that the main base at Pearl Harbor is under any real threat. With you-are-there
immediacy, Shaara opens up the mysteries of just how Japan – a small, deeply
militarist nation – could launch one of
history’s most devastating surprise attacks. In this story of inno-cence, heroism, sacrifice, and unfathom- able
blindness, Shaara shines a light on the
personal, the painful, the tragic, and the
thrilling – and on a crucial part of history we must never forget.

In a riveting tale that picks up where To
Wake the Giant left off, New York Times
best selling author Jeff Shaara transports
us to the Battle of Midway in another
masterpiece of military historical fiction.
Spring 1942. The United States is reeling from the blow the Japanese inflicted
at Pearl Harbor. But the Americans are
determined to turn the tide. The key
comes from Commander Joe Rochefort,
a little known “code breaker” who cracks
the Japanese military encryption. With
Rochefort’s astonishing discovery, Admiral Chester Nimitz will know precisely
what the Japanese are planning. But the
battle to counter those plans must still be
fought. The story of Midway has been
told many times, but never before like
this.

General Douglas MacArthur’s promise
to the Filipinos was “I shall return.” But
it will take 165,000 troops and 700 ships
in the bloody battle of Leyte Gulf to do
it. Among them is the destroyer USS
Matthew and her skipper, Commander
Mike Donovan, a veteran haunted by
earlier battles. What Donovan doesn’t
know is that a Japanese admiral has laid
an ingenious trap in the Leyte Gulf. But
Donovan faces something even deadlier
than Japanese battleships: explosives
secretly slipped on board by saboteurs,
set to detonate at any time. Now the
ship’s survival hinges on the ability of
Donovan and his men to dismantle a
bomb in the midst of the panic – and the
chaos of history’s greatest naval battle.

Ballantine Books, $18.00
US Trade Paperback
MAY

Ballantine Books, $28.99
US Hardback
JUNE

Severn River Publishing, $24.99 / $19.99
US Hardback / US Trade Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW
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Time & Tide
BY RICHARD WOODMAN

Shortly after the carnage of the First
World War, an advertisement in a newspaper, The Courier, sets merchant naval
officer Edward Adams on a strange voyage to the Arctic to discover the fate of a
lost Swedish polar expedition. Funded by
The Courier’s owner in an attempt to
uncover the truth, the voyage aboard the
Alert is also conceived as a philanthropic
gesture to the Swedes, who regard the
lost members of the expedition as national heroes. But the Alert’s expedition fails
to achieve anything – and the details of
what happened aboard the vessel remain
a mystery for many years. It is only during the worst weeks of the Battle of the
Atlantic in 1943, that Adams unwillingly
reveals the cold truth to the daughter of
his old employer. This is a novella.

Independent, $10.89
US Trade Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW

The Judgment of
His Peers

An Absence of
Imagination

BY RICHARD WOODMAN

BY RICHARD WOODMAN

When four old friends, three of whom
are retired ship’s captains, meet for a few
days’ sailing and reminiscing, one of
them, Mitchell, asks “did any of you run
across Claude Bastable?” Early in his
seafaring life Mitchell had experienced
more of the world than his friends. He
had not only been shipmate with Bastable but had found his life more entangled with Bastable’s than he cared for.
Finding the others know nothing of the
man, Mitchell goes on to reveal the
terrible story of Bastable’s life, from his
birth as the son of a naval hero to the
appalling act he had committed and of
which he was found guilty, and of what
followed afterwards. Based on real
events. This is a novella.

Captain John Sanford is the Master of
the British steamship Da Feng of Hong
Kong, plying her trade in the mid-1950s
on the China coast. It is a difficult and
dangerous time for British seafarers, with
a recently victorious Communist regime
consolidating its hold on the vast country. One day, in a port in northern China, he is ordered by a sinister Colonel in
the People’s Liberation Army to embark
a passenger. The person consigned to his
care is “An Enemy of the People,” and in
the few days that follow, Captain Sanford’s carefully regulated world collapses
round him as he finds his own life is
threatened and he is subject to appalling
consequences. This is a novella.

Independent, $6.99
US Trade Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW

Independent, $6.99
US Trade Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW
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Crash Boat
BY EARL A. MCCANDLISH
AND GEORGE D. JEPSON

Small Boats and
Daring Men

The Rise and Fall of
British Naval Mastery

BY BENJAMIN ARMSTRONG

BY PAUL KENNEDY

This is the compelling story of an American crash boat crewed by unknown heroes during World War II in the South
Pacific, whose dramatic rescues of
downed pilots and clandestine missions
off Japanese-held islands were done at
great peril and with little fanfare. It
chronicles ordinary young men doing
extraordinary things, as told by Earl A.
McCandlish, commander of the 63-foot
crash boat P-399, to George D. Jepson.
Nicknamed Sea Horse, the vessel and her
crew plucked over 30 pilots and aircrews
from the ocean, fought a fierce gun battle
with enemy forces, experienced life from
another age in isolated native villages,
were ordered on boondoggle missions,
and played a supporting role in America’s return to the Philippines.

Two centuries before the daring exploits
of Navy SEALs and Marine Raiders
captured the public imagination, the US
Navy and Marine Corps were already
engaged in similarly perilous missions:
raiding pirate camps, attacking enemy
ships in the dark of night, and striking
enemy facilities and resources on shore.
Even John Paul Jones, father of the
American navy, saw such irregular
operations as critical to naval warfare.
With Jones’s own experience as a starting
point, Benjamin Armstrong sets out to
take irregular naval warfare out of the
shadow of the blue-water battles that
dominate naval history. Small Boats and
Daring Men traces maritime missions
through the wars of the early republic.

Paul Kennedy’s now classic book traces
Britain's rise and fall as a sea power from
the Tudors to the present day. Challenging the traditional view that the British
are natural “sons of the waves,” he suggests instead that the country’s fortunes
as a significant maritime force have always been bound up with its economic
growth. In doing so, he contributes significantly to the centuries-long debate
between “continental” and “maritime”
schools of strategy over Britain’s policy
in times of war. Setting British naval history within a framework of national, international, economic, political and
strategic considerations, he offers a fresh
approach to one of the central questions
in British history.

Lyons Press, $27.95 / £21.95
US Hardback
APRIL US / JUNE UK

OUP, $24.95
US Trade Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW

Penguin UK, $23.95
UK Paperback
AVAILABLE NOW
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Great Republic – 1853
Oil-on-canvas

by Paul Garnett

L

aunched on October 4, 1853, Great Republic
was the largest clipper ever built and was East
Boston builder Donald McKay’s crowning
achievement. Barque-rigged fore and aft, she
carried four masts rather than three.
The ship was 325 feet long with a beam of 53 feet,
had four decks, and displaced 4,555 tons. The tallest
mast rose 131 feet above the spar deck.
On her maiden voyage to New York, she sailed so
well that, rounding Cape Cod, she left her towing tug
behind, proving to be the fast sailing clipper that McKay
designed.
The Great Republic tied up on a wharf on the East
River. On the night of December 27, 1853, a fire broke
out in a wharf-side bakery while she completed her stowage. Sparks and cinders reached her rigging. The height
of her masts made it impossible for fire engine hoses to

reach. Burning spars and rigging fell, setting her deck
ablaze. All was lost, and McKay, who financed her
building on speculation, was financially wiped out. He
had spent $300,000 building and outfitting her.
Salvaging what was left, the underwriters razeed (cut
down) her size to 3,357 tons with a significantly reduced
sailing rig. Donald McKay, it was said, never recovered
from his disappointment and the Great Republic was no
longer the noble experiment that he envisioned.
Her end came in 1872 when, off Bermuda and in a
rundown condition, she ran into a hurricane, sprung a
leak, and went to her watery grave.
This painting shows the magnificent vessel as her designer and builder intended, fully rigged and brand new,
heading to what proved to be one of the greatest marine
disasters in maritime history.
– Paul Garnett

Visit The Paul Garnett Studio online at www.paulgarnett.com.
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